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1 Introduction
This is a brief statement of the research progress made on Grant NAG2-243
titled "Tools for Nonlinear Control Systems Design", which ran from 1983
till December 1996. The initial set of PIs on the grant were C. A. Desoer, E.
L. Polak and myself (for 1983). From 1984 till 1991 Desoer and I were the
PIs and finally I was the sole PI from 1991 till the end of 1996.
The project has been an unusually longstanding and extremely fruitful
partnership, with many technical exchanges, visits, workshops and new av-
enues of investigation begun on this grant. There were student visits, long
term.visitors on the grant and many interesting joint projects.
In this final report I will only give a cursory description of the technical
work done on the grant, since there was a tradition of annual progress reports
and a proposal for the succeeding year. These progress reports cum proposals
are attached as Appendix A to this report. Appendix B consists of papers
by me and my students as co-authors sorted chronologically. When there
are multiple related versions of a paper, such as a conference version and
journal version they are listed together. Appendix C consists of papers by
Desoer and his students as well as "solp_' publications by other researchers
supported on this grant similarly chronologically sorted.
2 Synopsis of Research Topics Covered
The grant had very much of the character of a living object and it changed
emphasis and focus over the years. The following were the main areas cov-
ered.
2.1 Adaptive Control
In the early years of the grant, a great deal of research on new algorithms for
adaptive control, stability robustness, parameter convergence were covered.
An extended research monograph based on the output of this research was
published by Prentice Hall in 1989, entitled "Adaptive Systems: Stability,
Convergence and Robustness" in addition to several papers on all aspects of
adaptive control.
2.2 Nonlinear Control I/O Methods
Desoer worked on a number of topics involving the parameterization of all
stabilizing nonlinear controllers, the use of dither, passivity in stabilization
and nonlinear controller design methods from an Input Output point of view.
2.3 Geometric Nonlinear Control
Motivated by flight control applications for a VTOL Harrier at Ames, we
began an investigation of "slightly non-minimum phase" nonlinear systems
jointly with Dr. George Meyer. This work has actually continued till re-
cently with recent collaboration between Dr. Meyer, and Prof. Hunt. We
also studied nonlinear control of singular systems (with Petar Kokotovic of
the University of California, Santa Barbara) (non-regular), adaptive control
of nonlinear single input single output and multi input multi output systems
(respectively with Alberto Isidori and Marika Di Benedetto from the Uni-
versity of Rome). Andy Teel and Raja Kadiyala worked on CAD tools for
nonlinear control systems design. Raja Kadiyala developed a CAD toolbox
called APLIN, which was to have been commercialized by Integrated Systems
Inc.
2.4 Geometric Control of Robots and Multifingered
Hands
Based on the geometric nonlinear control we developed adaptive and nonlin-
ear control schemes for single and cooperative robots (multi-fingered hands).
Partly based on this work, a text book entitled "A Mathematical Introduction
to Robotic Manipulation" by R. Murray, Z. Li and S. Sastry was published
by CRC Press in 1993.
2.5 Flight Management Systems and Air Traffic Con-
trol
Motivated by some work on nonholonomy in robots, we began a project with
Richard Montgomery at the University of California, Santa Cruz in the area
of optimal path planning for aircraft: a so-called "landing tower" problem.
In response to this problem we developed tools for optimal control problems
on Lie groups. Soon thereafter we realized that there were other deeper
research issues in path planning, conflict resolution and hybrid control for
aircraft inside TRACONS and we have begun a program of joint work with
the NASA AATT program (in general) and the CTAS program in particular
at Ames for path planning for aircraft. This work continues in the follow up
grant NAG 2-1039 with Claire Tomlin, who spends a day a week at Ames
and also represents the connections with Honeywell, Inc.
2.6 Hybrid Control
Motivated by hierarchical control of complex multi-agent systems (such as
those in air traffic control) or multi-mode control systems (such as those en-
countered in flight control), we have begun a study of fundamental issues in
the design of switched control systems and distributed decision making. This
work continues in the follow up grant NAG 2-1039 entitled, "Design and Ver-
ification Tools for Hybrid Control Systems in Flight Vehicle Management".
Claire Tomlin is the person primarily supported , on this grant. Her role is
to forge links between the basic hybrid systems research developed on the
project and the Flight Systems Group of Dr. Meyer, with the ATM research
under the leadership of Dr. Erzberger and Shridhar at NASA Ames.
3 Workshops Organized During Period of
Grant
3.1 1989 NASA Ames Berkeley Workshop in Nonlin-
ear Flight Control
This workshop held in August 1989 featured three days of presentations in
areas of nonlinear and flight control. It was attended by about 80-100 people
and is often cited as one of the premier workshops in nonlinear flight control.
3.2 1990 Second UC-NASA Workshop on Nonlinear
Control
This workshop held at Santa Barbara in April 1990 just eight months after
the 1989 workshop listed above, was a big success with about 80 speakers, a
tributed to the vitality of the field.
3.3 1993 ARO NASA Workshop on "Formal Models
for Intelligent Control"
This workshop co-sponsored by the Army Research Office was held at MIT
at the beginning of October 1993. The total number of participants was over
150 and began an era of excitement about hybrid and intelligent control. The
speakers covered hybrid systems, switched systems, neural and fuzzy control,
flight control, discrete event systems, and hierarchical control.
3.4 1995 Bozeman Workshop on "Exterior Differen-
tial Systems and Hybrid Control"
This workshop also cosponsored by the Army Research Office was held at
Bozeman (under the co-direction of Clyde Martin). Topics in exterior dif-
ferential systems in nonlinear control and the new project on Air Traffic
Management begun with NASA Ames were featured topics. It was attended
by over fifty participants.
4 Personnel
4.1 Researchers supported on the grant
In addition to the PIs, and the students whose names are given in the next
subsection, Profs. Michael Heymann, Alberto Isidori, Marica Di Benedetto,
and Petar Kokotovic were partially supported for their work on the grant
when they visited Berkeley and NASA Ames.
4.2 Completed Doctoral Dissertations Earned by Stu-
dents Supported by the grant
The following doctoral students were either wholly or partialy supported
by the grant. I have included their current whereabouts (if known) and
date of completion. Some other students who finished with MS only were
also supported on this grant: Joe Sifer(Desoer) and Shobana Venkataraman
(Sastry).
1. Ramon Silva Madriz, graduated 1983,
2. Ching An Lin, graduated Dec. 1983, National Jiao Tung University,
Ta]wan (advised by Desoer)
3. Marc Bodson, graduated 1986, University of Utah, UT
4. Shahram Shahruz, graduated 1986, University of California, Berkeley,
CA (a_lvised by Desoer).
5. Li-Chen Fu, graduated 1987, National Taiwan University, Taiwan
6. Amit Bhaya, graduated 1987, Federal Institute of Technology, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil (advised by Desoer).
7. Er-Wai Bai, graduated 1987, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
8. Jeff Mason, graduated 1988, IBM Rochester, MN
9. John Hauser, graduated 1989, University of Colorado, CO
10. Richard Murray, graduated 1991, Caltech, Pasadena, CA
11. Guntekin Kabuli, graduated 1991,Univ of California, Davis, CA (ad-
visedby Desoer).
12. Andrew Teel,graduated 1992,University of California, SantaBarbara,
CA
13. Raja Kadiyala, graduated 1992,YasukawaMotors, SanFrancisco,CA.
14. A. K. Pradeep,graduated1992,GE CR & D, Schenectady,NY.
15. Greg Walsh, graduated 1994,University of Maryland, MD.
16. Nell Getz, graduated 1995, private consultant, CA (co-advisedwith
Marsden).
17. Datta Godbole,graduated 1994,UC BerkeleyPATH program.
18. John Lygeros,graduated 1996,LCS, MIT, MA.
Of these students severalspent substantial amounts of time at NASA
Ameswith Dr. GeorgeMeyeras studentand post doctoral interns:
1. John Hauser
2. Joe Sifer (MS degreeonly, now at Aerospace Corp.)
3. Andrew Teel
4. Raja Kadiyala
5. Greg Walsh
5 Acknowledgement
The grant was a very valuable long range research tool. The consistent sup-
port of basic research by our program monitor, Dr. George Meyer was a big
factor in being able to build a valuable community of students, researchers
and scholars from all over the world, who have come to regard the collabora-
tive arrangements between Berkeley and NASA Ames as a fantastic example
of how basic research can be effectively transacted. I sincerely hope that,
over time, the research supported on this project will be the best and most
substantial testimonial to it.
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Appendix A:
Annual Progress Reports
Proposed Research
1983-1996
and
ANNUAL REPORT 83-84 AND
RESEARCH PLANS 84-85
TO NASA-ANES RESEARCH CENTER
S. S. Sastry, C. A. Desoer, and E. Polak
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
and the Electronics Research Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
Two faculty meters, Profs. S. S. Sastry and C. A. Desoer, and five
research assistants were partially supported by the grant in this year:
I. Research Activities of S. S. Sastr_ and his students:
I. Adaptive control - we (Sastry and Marc Bodson) studied parameter
convergence and robustness aspects of model reference adaptive control
systems. We gave necessary and sufficient conditions for parameter
convergence [1,2] and gave results showing the robustness of adaptive
i
schemes w_en the reference signal is persistently exciting [3,4]. The
following publications in this area were sponsored by this grant.
[I] S. Boyd and S. S. Sastry, "Parameter Convergence in Adaptive Control,"
Proceedings of the A_rican Control Conference, San Diego, June 84.
[2] S. Boyd and S. S. _astry, "Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for
Parameter Convergence in Adaptive Control," Proceedings of the Ames-
Berkeley Symposium on problems of nonlinear control a-d fluid
mechanics.
ABSTRACT. Using Gzn_e.d Hopunon£c A_u_6_, we give a complete
description of parameter convergence _n Model Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) in terms of the ape_.£_ of the exogenous reference
input signal. Roughly speaking, if the reference signal "contains
enough frequencies" then the parameter vector converges to its
correct value. If not, it converges to an easily characterizable
subspace in parameter space.
[3] M. Bodson add S. S. Sastry, "Exponential Convergence and Robustness
Margins in Adaptive Control," Proceedings of the Conference on
Decision and Control, Las Vegas, December 84.
[4] M. Bodson and S. S. Sastry, "Small-Signal I/O Stability of Nonlinear
Control Systems: Application to the Robustness of MRAC Schemes,"
ERL Memo No. M84/70, September 1984 - submitted to Automatica.
ABSTRACT. This paper presents general results relating the internal
exponential stability of nonlinear time varying systems to their
external input/output stability. Provided that the undriven system
is exponentially stable, we give explicit bounds on the size of
the input under which the driven system is stable. Moreover, the
deviation from equilibrium of the driven system is at most propor-
tional to the (L_) size of the input, and the L. gain depends
inversely on the rate of exponential convergence. These results
are used to study the robustness properties of a nw)del reference
adaptive control scheme to various kinds of disturbances, and
unnw)delled dyDamics. In most adaptive algorithms, the exponential
convergence follows from a persistent excitation condition, so
that this condition appears central to the robustness problem in
adaptive control. The paper concludes with some remarks on the
interpretation of these results for practical applications.
II. Multiple Time Scale Systems - We (Sastry and Ramen Silva) studied
multiple time scales in input-output descriptions of linear and nonlinear
systems arising from the dependence of their dynamics on a small parameter
c. The following publications [5,6,7] have appeared in this area so far,
-2-
two more based on the Ph.D. dissertation [7] of Ramon Silva are in
preparation.
[5] R. Silva-Madriz and S. S. Sastry, "Input-Output Description of Linear
Systems with Multiple Time Scales," to appear in the International
Journal of Control, October 84.
ABSTRACT. We study the multiple time scales structure of linear
systems of the form
. AO(E)x+ BO(E)u
y = Co(¢)x
with a view to obtaining "approximate" lower order transfer functions
valid at different time scales. Our development includes the
classical two time scales as well. We use our results to study the
positive realness of linear systems with multiple time scales in
terms of the positive realness of the reduced order transfer functions.
[6] R. Silva-Hadrlz and S. S. Sastry, "Time Domain Models for Multiple
Time Sclae Linear Systems," to appear in the Proceedings of the
Conference on Decision and Control, Las Vegas, December 84.
[7] R. Silva-Hadriz, "Reduced-Order Modelling in Linear and Nonlinear
Multiple Time Scale Systems," Ph.D. dissertation, U.C. Berkeley,
October 84.
III. State Space Solutions of Linear Matrix Equations Over Rings.
An important aspect of computer order linear control systems design
is solving equations of the form
MI X M2 " M3
where MI, M2, M3 are given matrices on rings of proper, stable or strictly
proper transfer functions, for X proper, stable or both. As would be
expected solutions in transfer function form are extremely numerically
-3-
sensitive. We have developed techniques for solving these equations in
the state space and are in the process of developing software to tn_olement
it. The reports (with Zexiang and Andy Packard) will appear in November.
(
2. Research Activities of C. A. Desoer and his students
From November 1, 1983 to May 15, 1984, Mr. C. A. Lin was an RA
working with Professor C. A. Desoer on the NASA contract. During that
period two research projects _re brought to con_oletion
a) A Con_oarattve study of linear and nonlinear HIMO feedback configurations,
by C. A. Desoer and C. A. Lin.
This paper has been presented at the American Control Conference, June
1984 and has been accepted for publication by the International Journal
of Systems.
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we compare several feedback configurations
which have appeared in the literature (e.g. unity-feedback, model-
reference, etc.). We first consider the linear time-invariant multi-
input multi-output case. For each configuration, we specify the
stability conditions, the set of all achievable I/O maps and the set
of all achievable disturbance-to-output maps, and study the effect
of various subsystem perturbations on the system performance. In
terms of these considerations, we demonstrate that one of the config-
urations considered is better than all the others. The results are
then extended to the nonlinear multi-input multi-output case.
One of the interesting conclusions that the configuration used NASA
helicopter project has the best features.
b) Nonlinear unity-feedback systems and Q-para_trtzatton (imbroved version),
by C. A. Desoer and C. A. Lln.
This is an the)roved version of a paper of similar title which will
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appear in the International Journal of Control. The improved version
has been presented at the International Symposium on Systems and
Optimization, Nice, June 1984 and' published in the proceedings. The
improvements consist of streamlined proofs and in more powerful
statements of the theorem. We will submit this paper to the American
Control Conference in June 1985.
ABSTRACT. This paper concerns nonlinear systems, defines a new con-
cept of stability and extends to nonlinear unity-feedback systems
the technique of Q-parametrization introduced by Zames and developed
by Desoer, Chen and Gustafson. We specify I) a global parametrization
of all controllers that -stabilize a given -stable plant; 2) a
parametrization of a class of controllers that stabilize an unstable
plant; 3) necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonlinear controller
to simultaneously stabilize two nonlinear plants.
In the first half of 1984, with C. A. Lin, we established an asymptotic
result based on singular perturbations: namely, for a large class of
nonlinear plants, a PID controller can always be used to achieve stability
and to achieve the common asymptotic tracking and disturbance rejection
property.
ABSTRACT. We study tracking and disturbance rejection of a class of
MIMO nonlinear systems with linear proportional plus integral (PI)
compensator. Roughly speaking, we show that if the given nonlinear
plant is exponentially stable and has a strictl_ increasin 9 dc
steady-state I/O map, then a simple PI compensator can be used to
yield a stable unity-feedback closed-loop system which asymptotically
tracks reference inputs that tend to constant vectors and asymptotically
rejects disturbances that tend to constant vectors.
-5-
Dr. C. A. Lin has graduated and is nowworking for Integrated
Systems, Inc., in Palo Alto. Mr. S. Mohajadd-Shahruz is holding the
RAship.
3. Research Plans for the Year 84-85
As suggested in the original proposal our work this year will
follow the following three parallel streams:
(I) Practical Adaptive Control
We have within our grasp new techniques for studying the transient
behavior of adaptive algorithms. Our results in robustness enhancement
using persistent excitation will be simulated and further studied -
along with new estimates of robustness margins. We are also in a position
to propose some new adaptive schemes and also to study some MIMO adaptive
schemes.
(2) State'Space Solutions of Equations on Metrix Rings.
As part of the project to enhance our computer aided control systems
design package, we will develop the theory and attendant numerical sensi-
tivity issues to solve linear matrix equations over rings of (proper)
stable transfer functions in state space form.
i
(3) Nonlinear Compensator Design Techniques using Dither.
We should be able to give a completely rigorous theory of the use of
dither when there is a nonlinearity with hysteresis. In view of the
complete lack of rigorous theory in this domain, this possibility is
very tempting. So far the problem seems very tough: We are trying to
appropriately adapt the methods of Zames and Schneydor (IEEE Trans. on
Automatic Control, vol. AC-21, p. 660, 1976) to the hysteresis case, We
note that Mossaheb (Int. J. of Control, vol. 38, no. 3, p. 557, 1983) did
not do the job: his conclusions are only valid for a compact time interval.
m
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Annual Report 1984 - 1985 and
Research Plans 1985 - 1986
to NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Grant Monitor: Dr. George Meyer
$..e. $a.rtr_ and C.4./_soer
Department of ElectricalEngineeringand Computer Sciences
and the ElectronicsResearchLaboratory
Universityof California.Berkeley.CA 94720
Two faculty members. Professor S.S. Sastry and C.A. Desoer and four research assis-
tants were partially supported by the grant in this year (M. Bodson. L-C. Fu. S.
Shahran-Shahruz and A. Bbaya).
1. R_ch Activities of S,S.,Sas-tr-y and his s_udents
1. Adaptive conzrot
We (Sastry. Marc Boson and Li-Chen Fu) studied the use of averaging methods in the
analysis of adaptive systems. We derived new theorems on averaging and obtained con-
vergence rate estimates of some adaptive systems. These are valuable tools for the deter-
mination of robustness margins and input signal design for adaptive systems. The follow-
ing publications in this area were sponsored by this grant:
[1] L-C. Fu. M. Bodson. and $.$. Sas-try, "New Stability Theorem_ for Averaging and
Their Application to the Convergence Analysis of Adaptive Identification and Control
Schemes; ERL Memo No. 85/21, March 1985. Also. Proceedingsof the 24th IEEE
Conference on Decisionand Control,Fort Lauderdale,Florida,December 1985.
During the months of July - August 1985. $.Sastryand M. Bodson spent four weeks
at the Australian National University,Canberra collaboratingwith Professors B.D.O.
Anderson. and R.R. Bitmead analyzingthe successand failureof the MIT rulefor adapta-
tion using averaging,as well as extensionsto the resultsof [I].The following paper isto
appear based on thiswork and otherswillfollow:
[2] $.Sastry,I.Marcels,B. Anderson. R. Bitmead and M. Bodson. "An averaginganalysis
of the MIT Rule for Adaptive Control."to be submitted to the IFAC workshop on
Adaptive Identificationand Control.Iuly 1986.Lurid.Sweden.
If. _o2e Space Solurio_ of Lirtc.to" Matrix _ over various r'ings
An important aspectof computer aided linearcontrolsystems designisthe solution
of equationsof the form
MIx, M2 = M3
where M_.M2.M s are given matrices on rings of proper stable or proper stable rational
functions. We have developed techniques and software to implement solutions of these
equations in the scare apace. The following publications in this area have been supported
by this grant.
[3] A. Packard and S.S. Sastry. "Solution of Rational Matrix Equations in the State Space
with Applications to Computer Aided Control Sysw.ms Design," presented at the 2nd
IEEE Conference on Computer Aided Design. Santa Barbara. March 1985. to appear in
Ir_ertw, rlonal low'hal of C,oan-ol, 1986.
[4] Z. Li and S.S. Sastry "Conditioned Invariant Subspaces. Disturbance Decoupling and
Solution of Rational Matrix Equations, ERL Memo No. 85/20, March 1985, to appear
in Ir_ernazionaJ Journal of C,onn'ol, 1986.
2. Research Activities of C,A. Desoer and his students
I. Stabilization by Dither
S.M Shahruz was supported for a while by this grant and later transferred to the
JSEP program. The result is a paper accepted by the lr_een_ionaJ 2ow'r_ of Contrc_
whose title and abstract follow:
Stability of DiThered Nonlinear
Systems with Backlash or Hysteresis
We s_udy the effect of dither on the nonlinear element of a single-input single-output
feedback system. We consider nonlinearities with memory (backlash. hysteresis), in the
feedforward loop; a dither of a given amplitude is injected at the input of the nonlinearity.
The nonlinearity is followed by a linear element with low pass characteristic. The b-tabil-
ity of the dithered system and an approximate equiva/ent rys_m (in which the nonlinear-
ity is a SmOOth function) are compared. Conditions on the input and on the dither fre-
quency are obtained so that the approximate-_ys-_m _-tability guarantees that of the given
hysteretic system.
//. Robu._//near Contro//er Design
Mr. A. Bhaya was supported from January 1, 1985 to the present. With Mr. Bhaya
we investigated two basic robustness problems:
We propose • robust design method for • control structure which is perturbed by unmo-
deled dynamics. The unmodeled dynamics have the special feature that they are very
lightly damped. As • specific example of such • control structure we consider a large flexi-
ble space structure (LFSS). ]=or this example, when mat•ors (with suitable gains) and
actuators are colocated, the plant is passive. Thus • strictly passive compensator results in
an exponentially stable feedback system. An important robustness property of such com-
pensators is that for any possible passive unmodeled dynamics, the resulting perturbed
system is stable.
More generally, this design method applies to all MIMO linear time-invariant plants
with passive transfer functions.
In the general case (for the LFSS example this means no colocation of actuators and
sensors) we state necessary and su_cient conditions for the exponential stability of the
control system. By means of • first-order perturbation calculation we find • condition
that the Q-parameter must satisfy that ensures, that feedback does not destabilize the
?
unmodeled dynamics. The following publication is based on this research.
[I] A. Bhay• and C.A. Desoer, "On the design of Large Flexible Space Structures." to
appear in LEEE Tr_tsac.t/o_ O_ A_ C,ontrd, also me_orandu_ no U_
M84/I06 of the Electronics Research Laboratory, U.C. Berkeley; to be presented at
24th IIZE Conferenceon Decisionand Coru_o/,December 1985. Florida.
Hitherto.resultsavailableon robust s'Labilityof feedback systems requiredone or the
other restriction on the nature of the plant or the additive perturbation. For example, the
extremely useful result of Doyle requires that the perturbation be normbounded on the
jco-axis so tha_ the perturbation may not have poles on the j_o-axis and that the nominal
plant and the perturbed plant have the same number of unstable poles.
!We found a simple algebraic proof of a necessary and s-tflticiem condition for stability
of the unity-feedback system where the plant and the additive perturbation have indepen-
dent inputs. This independent excitation of plant and perturbation occurs in many physi-
cal systems where the perturbation represents unmodeled dynamics rather than plant
parameter changes. Another feature of our result is that it holds even if plant, compensa-
wr and perturbation are uns_ble.
[2] A. Bhaya and C.A. Desoer, "Robu._ Stability under Additive Perturbations," to
appear in IF,F_ Trar_acti_,_ on Automatic Ccmlrol, also Memorandum no UC"B/ER_
M84/1 I0 of the Electronics Research Laboratory, U.C. Berkeley.
3. Research Plans for the Year 1985 - 86
Two students (M. Bodson and A. Bhaya) supported by the grant are expected to
finish their Ph.D. dissertations this year respectively in the area of adaptive control and
control of flexible structures.
(I) Stability. Convergence and Robusmess of Adaptive A1gorifluns
We would like to synthesize the results of the part few years in aspects of s_ability,
convergence and robustness of adaptive algorithms for continuous and discrete time sys-
tems into a research monograph whose primary audience is practicing flight control
engineers, academics and other researchers. We have succeeded in unifying and organizing
the literature as well as reformulated and solved adaptive control problems in a way we
feel is at the same Wne oom/_u_, risoro_, and _ to fo/h_. A fu_ draft of the mono-
graph has been prepared and new material that is under consideration for publication is
being constantly added. We feel that such • weU-writ_en publication will greatly enhance
the literatures. Also. we have efficient ways of producing the text twing our UNIX facili-
ties.
!(2) Adaptive Control and Identification in the Presence of Prior Information
One of the greatest drawbacks of adaptive identification and control is the ability to
incorporate reasonably prior information about the structure of the plant being identified
or controlled--for instance, a few unknown gains in the interconnection of an otherwise
well modelled linear system. Preliminary work has shown that considerable modification
of presentalgorithms are needed in thiscontext. Priorinformationin both a states1_ace
and transferfunction contextwill be considexed.
(3) Adaptive and Robust Control of LinearizableNon-linearSys'o..ms.
Two setsof problems need to be investigatedfor linearizablesystems of the kind
studiedinthe TAFCOS programs at times--
i) the on-line Identi_cationof some unknown parameters in the linearizing
transformations,so as to iterativelyimprove the linearizations.
ii) the robustnessto unmodelled dynamics of the linearizedcontroller.
Research on part (ii)isrudimentary, but we have encounteredsome initialsuccessin
part (i) in the contexl of some linearizablesystems encountered in the controlof robot
manipulators.
(4) FeasibilityStudy of Expert System Architecturesfor Computer Aided Control Sys-
wans Design (CACSD). -
We will study the feasibility of providing a high level design environment to per-
form generic flight control CACSD such as:
modelling the plant, determining the characteristics of the plant model, modifying
the cordigumtions to make the plant more amenable to control (moving
eenso1"s/actuators), formulating line design s'pecifications (reference model, trajectory
generations, etc.), the actual design procedures (LQ, adaptive, linearization), design
tradeoffs, and constant checkup, validation, documentation and/mp/_me_at/on.
In the fzrs-t year we will _udy the feasibility for future years we will expand this activity
to a more constructive mode for prototype se_ of control problems.
(5) Robust Designs for flexible s'wuctures
Our proposed method based on the Q-parameterization raises a number of implemen-
tation issues: in particular, to obtain an algorithm for designing the controller subject to
the constraints imposed by the s'tabilization requirement.
We also suspect thal for plants with sllghlly damped modes, there must be some
fundamental limitations analogous to the ones derived by Zames and Doyle and Stein.
Two students Marc Bodson and Amit Bhaya supported by thisgrant finished
their Ph.Ds thisyear. This brix_s to four the totalnumber of Ph.Ds completed
under thisgrant.
I. Research Activities of S. S. Sastry and IRe Students
A. Stabil41_j,Conve_ertce and Nolrtzstnessof Ac_ptive Sl/stems
Durin_ the period September I, 1985 to August 1988, Marc Bodson com-
pleted his Ph.D. dissertation. I am pleased to say that his entire doctora_
rese,,rchwas supported by this NASA office- some of his work has appeared in
print;but I have taken his doctoral dissertationas core to write an extended
research monograph titledAdaptive {_bnt'rol-Stultify, PRT'_nteterConvergence
and Robustness under contract with Prentice Hall to be submitted by December
1986 and to appear by March 1987. The contents of thismonograph are almost
wholly on research supported by this grant and the writing is about three-
fourths complete. A briefsummary ofsome aspects ofthe book isgiven below.
[I] Marc Bodson, "Stability,Convergence and Robustness ofAdaptive Systems,"
ERL Memorandum No. UCB/ERL M88/68, August 1988:
Abstract_ The thesis addresses three issues of prime importance to adap-
tive systems: the stabilityunder ideal conditions,the convergence of the
adaptive parameters, and the robustness to modeling errors and to meas-
urement noise. New results are presented, as well as simplifiedand unified
proofs of existingresults.
Ft,-st.some identificationalgorithms are reviewed, and their stability
and parameter convergence properties are established. Then. a new, input
error, direct adaptive control scheme is presented. It is an alternate
scheme to the output error scheme of Narendra, tin, and Valevani,which
does not require a stricUy positivereal condition on the reference model,
or overparametrization when the hi,h-frequency gain is unknown. Useful
lemmas are presented and unifiedstabilityproofs ewe derived for the input
and output error schemes, as well as for an indirect adaptive control pro-
parties. However, the input error and the indirectschemes have the advan-
tage of leading to a linear error equation, and of allowing for a useful
separation of identificationand control.
The paraxneter convergence ofthe adaptive schemes isfurther analyzed
using averaging techniques, assumin_ that the reference input possesses
some stationarity properties, and that the adaptation gain is sufficiently
small. It is shown that the nonautonomous adaptive systems can be approx-
imated by autonomous systems, thereby considerably simplifying the
analysis. In particular, estimates of the rates of exponential convergence of
the parameters are obtained for the linear identification scheme, as well for
the nonlinear adaptive control scheme. The approach is particularly useful.
as it leads to a frequency domain analysis, and has a vast potential for
interesting extensions.
The Rohrs examples of instability in the presence of unmodeled dynam-
ics are reviewed. A connection between exponential convergence and
robustness is established in a general framework. The result is applied to a
model reference adaptive control scheme, and stresses the importance of
the persistency of excitation condition for robustness. Robustness margins
of the adaptive control scheme are also obtained. The mechanisms of insta-
bility observed in the Rohrs examples are explained, and methods to
improve robustness are briefly investigated.
Besides this summary the book will contain adaptive control of robots (joint
work with J. Craig), as well as some work on adaptive control of partially known
systems (see B below).
Other publications by Bodson and myself supported on this grant were:
[2] M. Bodson, S. Sastry, B. Anderson, R. Bit.mead, and I Mareels, "Nonlinear
Averaging theorems and the determination of parameter convergence rates
in adaptive control," S_terns _ Control Lettrs 7(1986,) 145-15Z
Abstract The paper presents nonlinear averaging theorems for two-time
scale systems, where the dynamics of the fast system are allowed to vary
with the slow system. The results are applied to the Narendra-Valavani
adaptive control algorithm, and estimates of the parameter convergence
rates are obtained which do not rely on a linearlzation of the system around
the equilibrium, and therefore are valid in a larger region in the parameter
space.
[3]S. S_st.ry, M. Bodson, B. Anderson. I. Mareeis, and P,. Bitrnead, "the MIT Rule
Revisited." Proceedings of the IFAC Workshop on Adaptive Identification and
Control Lurid, Sweden ;July 1988, also submitted to Automatic_
Abstract The MIT rule is a scalar parameter adjustment law which was
proposed in 1981 for the model reference adaptive control of linear systems
modeled as the cascade of a known stable plant and a single unknown gain.
This adjustment law was derived by approximating a gradient descent pro-
cedure for an integral error squared performance criterion.For the early
part of the 1960s this rule was the asis of many adaptive control schemes
and a considerable wealth of practical experience and engineering folklore
was alTtass ed.
The _gT rule is in general not globally convergent nor stable but has a
performance determined by several factors such as algorithm gah_ refer-
ence input magnitude and frequency, and the particular transfer function
appearing in the cascade. These restrictions on the M]T rule slowly came to
be discerned through experimentaLion and simulation but effectively were
without theoretical support until some novel aigorithm modifications and
stability analysis, so-called Lyapunov redesign, due to Parks. Our aim in
this paper is to pursue a theoretical analysis of the original M]T rule to sup-
port the existing simulation evidence and to indicate mechanisms for treat-
ing questions of robustness of _IT-rule-based adaptive controllers with
undermodeliing effects.
The techniques that we apply to this problem centre on root locus
methods, Nyquist methods and the application of the theory of averagin, g.
Stability and instability results are presented and, using pertinent theories
for different regimes of the galn-i_equency plane, we approximate the
experimentally derived stability margins, but for a broader signal class
than simply periodic inputs. The mechanisms of instabilityand stabilityfor
these adaptive systems are highlightedand allow us to enunciate guidelines
for the MIT rule to work It is a pleasing by-product of this theoretical
analysis that these guidelines coincide to a large degree with those
advanced in earliertimes on experimental and heuristicgrounds.
B. Averag_g and Prar_r_t .4r_tf_ of .4d_p_ue St stems
An important aspect of the study of adaptive systems istheirtransient per-
forrnance -- a frequent criticismof adaptive control has been itserratic tran-
sient performance. Given the nonlinear, time-varying nature of the adaptive
control systems, a transient analysis is frequently complicated. However, the
situationis tractable in the situationthat the adaptation is slowed-down. We
have studied several aspects of the transient behavior of adaptive systems:
Firstwe have extended to the discrete time case resultswhich we obtained last
year (on this grant with Fu and Bodson) for the continuous time case. It has
been a dominant theme in our work to proceed with continuous and discrete
time analysisin paralleland unll_ the often chaotic resultsin the literature:
[4] E.-W. Bai, L.-C.Fu,+S. S. Sastry. :'+AveragingAnalysisfor l)iscreteTime and
Sampled Data Adaptive Systems," ERL Memorandum No. UCB/ERL M86/67,
September 1986, also to appear in the proceedings of the _th IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control. Athens, Greece, December 1986. and
submitted to the IEEE Trans. on Circuitsand Systems:
into
[s]
Abstract: We extend our earlier continuous time averaging theorems to
the nonlinear discrete time case. We use theorems for the study of the con-
vergence analysis of discrete time adaptive identification and control sys-
tems. We also derive instability theorems and use them for the study of
robust stabilityand instabilityof adaptive control schemes applied to sam-
pled data systems. As a by product we also study the effectsof sampling on
unmodeled dynamics in continuous time systems.
Also in preparation is a paper discussing the choice of optimal input signal
an adaptive scheme for the fastestrate ofconvergence.
L. C. Fu and S. S. Sastry, "Optimum Input Signal Design for Adaptive
Identificationand Control," invited to the American Control Conference,
May 1957.
C. Fea.v_iIL_jSt_f!/.forthe Use of Expert On-li_ _ol _jstems
We spent a large amount oftime during the year studying the literatureand
having numerous discussions on the integration of expert systems and control
with a student (Richard Murray) and a visitingscientiston loan to us from
E.T.C.A_Paris,Dr. Zavidovique. R. Murray has yet to synthesize a good survey of
the literature,but some of my own thoughts on the subject of the integrationof
expert control are given in the followinginvitedpaper.
The paper is titledby S. V. Sastry and S. S. Sastry, "On the Integration of
Robotics and Intelligent(Expert) Control with Power Systems Reliability,"Proc.
of the IFAC 88 Workshop on Power Systems Reliability,Bangalore, India,
December 1986. Though power systems reliabilityand robotics are not within
the framework of this grant, I feel that sections 0. 1. 2. and 3 in fact are not
geared to that application. Further power systems and robotics are treated only
as an example of the kind of complex, large-scale, multi-sensor, systems for
which rule based control is relevant.
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On the Znt_lrrstlon oT Robotks ud Inteml_nt (][:xp,_)
ConU-ol into Power S3,st4uns Kelb_bmty
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oAu_4_ Ramu_ Amochbskm d ]bd_ P. O. Jk8 II_
Pue,_ 411004,
-,_, d _ Ess{sm_s ..Me m, lawsmd: It.m_
IntJroductlon
|a ebb LaRk we w_l present bow uq J'eel _1_ the toe]Jsique
of ]at¢llil[tUt (ezpert) control am be inLe_r_ed ieto power 8Te_m8
risibility. We veil oe|y *_euLiOn k ptmm| the ue o( robotics is
enbsnctn[ power r_Jt_m NUsbiliL 7. iatellil_nt or •pert or rsk
bred control •re • reJt_ively mew ud unexplored _ o6' o0ntrol
bVOITin| tl,¢ eat•Tuition between u expe_ 87stun ud u
Lime COnLroZrTetem.
In recent 7eLre Ll,¢re hsve been (c_rt_nl7 h_ Lke U. S.) ehsrp
declines in Lhe rim of' productivity ud r78t_m efect.iveNm _t_r a
period 04' eblyp rbe (|945-|g70). To W¢lttU'y the blJTJers to
Srcwtb wt rtl_ complex enl[ineerJm$ Ir_em* M eompoelt_ou or
three l_yers: t_e pl,Ts_caJ layer, sensor |•yet, Lad decb_on layer.
|n Ll,t context or power systems or nezibk robotic mue_scturins
eel]-, the or|nizLt_ol_ iJ I_ st,own below, ,
t _'_e_ 1I Jeeda_ _lTet
bulMc_ Seem_
\ /
),h,d,;-. Te*b, Riee_
P_nJ Hs,,,dlll De+ira J
Tbs_t_ blallfl,_ll'illl
PTod_ctivky _ucreu_s ot tSe pT_-10"/0 eTS were d•e mslnly to
_echnolo|ic_] sLvLn¢_ th•t mid. dlscTeLe opm_u iu _e pl,ye_-
esl I•yeT more rlL_]d, p_eC_ RRd LSLO_i•I_. O•e eOlNiL_lleR_ o(
tl'e level or •uLOmltIO0 ud reJlabt[ity ROW uve;1LbJe 8t_ tke pl'7ll-
¢_] _yer b tl,sL msjor i_creusel in the mtrlU e_Jciency of •be gTT-
terns b unlikely to be obt_ned by Future _R_rt_C_ here. A
Record m_d uRine•tied eRR•querier ol" thee _r._nolosk_l
*-Ivucm b Ll,e tremendous burden ph_ed o_ the d,clslae isyer hi. I
order to elect•rely droll•, piss _nd coetro4 the bc_u_l_ com- "
pies operstions b the phTmc|d _*7er deepK* the mam_v_ USO_Rt8
el def./leddsts sbout throeopeM_.iou provided by advuemd ee#-
p_•duct_F.
lu thb t_k Lbem m _l prmeat (soate_b_ 8dbetr_ctJ7 ud
wit l' oily few sp4_R¢ sllu_oR, to power IrT_tems) ee._l Pro-
jecta boll, _ the Aetomo_ve Rmetrck AmoeiuPJoe eL' bd_ PuRe
ud lb. El.ctroe_e. Rm...-cl, Lsbonm_7, llerkek7 m evc/_¢c.
_r,J .mr _mma_ Io_ the decisioe kye_. C_JU_ feac_o_
muy be divided bur "lo_'k,-iP' _oeik.ou _iom ol' ¢ke pl,y-
8its/ layer ud =bill, k_er" w "i_lhi_mt = fumctiou memtiom_
above. I_u kve] eeet_rol b •ReVeRes•LiT curried out by co•ven-
tral fe*dbsck _e_oOers wk_cb cu be dmi_od (thoull, dime
too couJd be m•d¢ iate_ellt - m Sect_o• 2), it b the ki_tr Revel
IOStrolJet e_ckit_ctire _e w,ql pr_ml_l"]7 be k_enm4d i_ this t_k:
dmc_ptio• ot u e=_r_ _tem (int_UipuL eo_tr_ s_8_em) u_cl,t-
tocCure for eoutr_ _d Seet_o8 4 some sppScs_ou to pousr 8ys.
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Convent_onsl Control Lid b LJatit_Cione
A bee_c frLmevork for comt_c_ b I_veu in the follow,nil
eebemV._c
e3,*tm; vi_ kput. time l'uctioee _lial t'Tpk_T to It") •
ed,,d _l, put. duo v,,u',', fuu,,c,t,bu, (GR") ud the .oeu,*olkr b s
wbis_ Ipme_t4_ the r_q_tb_J kput k ee_er to eel,brve •
dmb"sbk output (rq_l_km, for kmuet, demuds th•t the Ht-
Pull decay vith llme, e*c_ The coulm:d thcorcs_c tuc_iosJ o(:
(n) J_e_s
(2) blUR*r'Rcm_n,lom
(I)._oz._,.,-d
5
pmdqm b • mod•_•l sap v_n Gu pbat b mode_d rm
_I17 I • _M _ dy•Jm_ 83544_ _ b_lt-4mtp•¢
sea_ spict, Y _e output WI_, ud tree I_ _ _
_oe ISp $:Ux Xx Tx T (T-th• _ ,rkkh _e *_-e
xt lip r--XX TX U--Y. for Iupk, U m_ k
wi.kk mm$ • f•me_oe d (Is, Ibm•) wh_ tLtoET,_GR"
ud • GR_I0.oo[. ud r b • fusedos d t,s,s. Tk* mmpoe_
_DI Of t&l IS• ILpg b lke bp•_outp•t Isp.
Givn _b model oF the dys_kld _ *be _t _IP b
*be mOStrol p_iil b _i._Cld_I_ II_y I_Je dbcover7 o( *be
m*_* 8psn X m mJU ** the dba_er7 _ *be eta* trmud_o* ud
output ned•st •spa Tbb b performed oo*he wkb the phi b
in oper_m of o_robe N I 8c8_ Iode_J or repr_sm (il_)
IN•u of _e_, nos-_m_tr a_su_ _•orj,, Typk_Jly the output o_
thk phtm k * msxbemst_c_d dmc_ptkm It *be pint,, ny d the
fo_m
- .(,) ;(_)_" (_J)
The dui_n pbue wssb_s c_ _pplyin| Best* of tke _rt
methods o_ I_eIZ, souUue_r oont_roI to the _O_t_ _ the 8_stcm|
the form (I.1) _ove s_countm$ _ II_¢II_, for S _rts_
• mount or usc_rt_uty, b 8•me p_t.met`rs o_ the model
Included u we_ *re impbmcut_l haves recb m tampon| rs_s,
microproca_ors for pcrform_l_ the _ppropris_ cskulsfiou, etc.
I. L_kut_as of Conventh_n *t Control
_i_ _e for•so|n| trsmework ku proven to be suCre•ely
ittrKtiv¢ couctptutJly ud ku k_d uumerou Nccms_ i_ the
|elds c_ procem coutro_ f_$bt coutrol syst`ms _or _rcrt_t, coutrol
of ip_cecr_t, Imd the _ke; we ksve been conrms_d b r_esut
7e_rI by r_ms whkk ere _o compJex to it bto the _Imlt
p_r_dJ|m. T_e eomp_x[ty e• _ i_ m_y d_erelt w_ys:
(1) Sur _nd Loc_ion: Sever "1 systems th_ one k _ upon to
control _re &_,ot'ruphk'lly db_ribut_d ._d ksvc very h_r_
IUmbe_ _ _m_&utouomo_ 8ubeystcms, co_pled thr_lb
eommunJc&t_on ietworks with _s_le trmport d¢lt_J, for
• scruple power stigma, lm_c computer communJc_s Ir_'•-
Lems, etc.
(2) Complcz'_LF. _th the sdvtnt c_ sew t4_bno_q_ the com-
plexity o_ 878_ms thSt need to be coauol_! bu _ to
• ucb s_ ext`ut tbst it "I vet7 d]_',cult to ob_n evtI the
Ittrtiu_ po_t for • _X_ model b the pursdilm dun'bed
_o,e. _onuidcr the problem at contr_d_nl the fame of •
Cu-luer torch used for nttbl mete. A de_d pbysk_J
model from Imt principles b difl'zuh to obt_u ud
obt_ued uxtRmcly cumbersome to Iuil)U|_ bceun d it`
complcxlty. However, • I_ de .I of *"I_rLbe _out _be
proem _d it- dependence ou certa_ pursmetcn_ m_ u
the inlet prem•re cd"oxy|el cu be p_ered dur_| b um4_
ud contr_ bwe bued oe _kb ezperkace.
(3) _,_ Srn_orr. Cba_ pe_d_pu for muu_ ure
Dot_vsted by eou_dtrsl_I of _tr7 "_"ph I [_
Iea_rin| well dehed cm*puW for iutsac_: b • _
U_I, nvironmett t`mper_ur,, pr_nre m_or_, h, , light
control euvirc_m*nt, ITrO oetpuU_ dyuumk ptINm I;
t,,• ro_ Imaip,,_ coI_ eav_,,,e•_ _y tad
i_c_l_rutioI Imln _d m m. W'_k *b, ,d_m* d n_w ud
more aop_i_tk_14d ud v_ried m_mrs, o4J_. Ir_ds of msmr
._: .,..,_. to, -..u,p_ ,in-' (outp,u ,c a_,=,L
(outpu t- d ton_k I). rnq*es_r, too, m_lt_enor
i_ cobemt "ew,," _ the Imam* Oo,md of evn _,b.
I_el 7 -I--pie rutcl_m_ Ik m _*IIe it Itability
sat b mpUeM4d _ the flee that • vinery of
_er_t _ of m dm bob _ bsm, _tt
kukm, _d _sctors _ _ k _r_. s. th. yun to
d-_ r_ born m_s _ ud mpkkz_a_.d vk_n
_ _ s4_d to _ pm_ommd.
We fee/thtt .dvuem b apert w rub imsd cosm)] m_ be
kteic[ _1 m the operstloii of llmm_r sTIK4ma iI thnm _IL
1) Idm_orlq: q_m dis4_, rum u_, uuubiU_7 umm-
IUt Imd It.ll;'• 7 _ eaku_mnt.
Sc]IIdU_IIF d' II_Iim, _( _l up ud dluttia I
dowa bo*b paerstm ud INd, uit coiiadtm.ut
$)Coordhumm:brp_ b * _. _m. Wba, _m
to IN ;,coii_ _ is hi•dial
_eas.
I. bl.'_Igr.I_IIhbco bU Coatnl Ip_u
.UImt neouck..d_, _ coet_ _Si_ml I;|ve .J.r.X.
kees uIi_¢ keuris¢_ ak_$ will,eo_veat/me_Iem_I techniques.
A,_rom.,_ ,_ Pl _t o,, th,_, Mmpk o_m_oad bdutr_l PID
_mpo_oe_ huqnd dedvt_v,) m_,_ eoe_idm ep¢_r
l-t41_'_"es, _s] im_a F*ke _m_t`kb| mmcoth|! between
mm.umimlud •slum•tic oI_rsfioa,tru•(w_i_ due to p_etcr
• buzm, the ele_* ot noe-_e*r t_tvstom, w_ndup of the btt`Z_tJ
term, ms=imam ud mJnhnum ml.ctm_ et_ u ,,,,kOWl b t_e
I-'" !i-" II--'--It_e*stta41 em_, _ Imp*t l_pd*I* M.mm,*
II If--"I 8*le4tlm el l_J I_tlm¢ md
I h_qrl hi*b** _ OJt_t lit*
I'-"1 "* I -°IA,km*ml Ip*rstl_ Omdtct_tlal Iladw belle
I f, ei_lt t t-- I
Bk>ck dit47urn e_ u hedmm_l P_3 resistor with keurbtim
It b therefore ebsr th*t keurb_m b*md oe the experbuc_ or
• peru b u lid *1 pm_ of • mtro|bn' I_ Is to I_k _be PID
controlbr to funet_• e|ect_re_. S_m_r nob exmmpbs srbe con-
smmtly _* _pplk_km o( moder_ cout_d, uo_her enmpk b u
b_pat _dapdve coet_/er.
,e .... D_ o ..o._. m -,
it b cbmr _ complex bdum,,_ pruemnu need eeverld
k_',wchim d ia_tll_enc_ ia eoeu_ 8sy m is tbn _ below,
drawm/'or • power e_rstem:
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Another rztrnple k • on•pie• Ioxlbl¢ m,_ufsctuHn$ eel]
tnvolvin$ the eoordinLtlou of numerous robo t-, ms_hisn _x)b,
. bteJ]ilent ne0J_m, ell. u 8bowl b _e glure b4_w
Sl_ FXCUILE AT I_qD 0F PAPL_,
- 'Thekey eht_scterbtlc or -11thWe n_uu b • blch kvcl _'"
distributed u well u centrs_Lzed in_ellilcnce. |ntcJLqent PID or
•M,ptiv¢ c_utmllers or the form discussed •bore _pply IocL] ;,,tet-
Ullence. More I]Ob_ rule budecl contr_llem des] wltb higher level
problems of mondnrin|, coord;n=lion, ueey mt_rle_e, _-Iimn Fr_-
Iffnmming. elc.. At the current t_'ne the development, debul_inlL
modification _d _eetln E or the rule-bued ps_ or the control ••Sic
b done in • eo_nptclellt ud.Aoc em_ uul_rms_/_A_on. _ in
peTl e:rpluiwa lhz r';utluc _ack o/rspid m_eue in _¢ peY/lrwl4Ysce
u/comple_ #1_le_ lucTt _ pot_e_ #_8few_, precAJ_ control _lenu,
er nsn.pr_formnncz o/cr_n eA_cr compl.', c_nfenl _sLem8 . mira
• _ _::n'ble mnnvfuctur_n F ce_ in the J'l_l Of el;her lmpre_Jve
lncrt_,a in t_chnoJo_ics/protein in:
(!) Coup• t,*tioo
(:_) Hillh budwidth commaak,_ion
(3) Hillh query eesaom
Is thc _st of _bb psper we wnl t_7 to disc_ • fr_mevork
for developi_ I httelli_ent (rule-baaed) or al_trt esatr_ By.ms
_nd then po_uthd sppiks_,ione _ _be gem o_ power _
biUty.
g. A _onceptmd J_rchlt_'_uru for _uJe Bued Control
A rule b_ed, ezpe_ enable; rjsrt_n b eome_k_ diderot.
from t dJa_mt_c or dm_lpS wiuted apert e78tem r,. &t_ it 18 •
"_-./--,_-_-_,_-,. _-_s "_t_-._m"_hee.-
d_nmiee _ dtsapd by r_c (feedback) mira of _e aper_ eeetml
eT_m. "rkm, • block dlacrum eg • rub beeed eostr_ler (set abo
ammm. m ,I IIIsad Ws_ermsa _t_ •e_lJ s few exsrs referee:
7
e!
s_i .-j,i_;,,'_'-_-"_'-_,_'_, *- _, mc_,, ,so..
imv_-$ atc_0e Idumial for Ju_ou is a flexible mud0_urini
OrlL
Impkmn_ot bit ttvolviol I_o u or tedvc_ou J_-
6enm (nch as OPSG, OPSS), Ibe kind m" _miell lupslt
(LISP, PROLOG), • muiJbos tTpe or biaekborurd type uecbiu_.-
lift, J'orvurd/backwurd ebsbtin$ or rule, muolhi| wi_ ueer-
lusty, etc. ure too b_lved to be dmcumed •'artier keN,
4 Appllcst, lou _ Is Power ll_u_J ll.l_bmtx
itower Syil4m reprmeul u ell-•melT eomplez lie• e(
leas to be •weLl.tied Mlsbly for all• Iollo_mll reuou: _ lu_
I) lurle _ rjr_l_m eoelmll•l d _or_ hundreds d' walls in
leOl_spbk'•lty vklei7 disu'ib•led
It) eomplex to model for _ 9write7 et dilrertat murat•: die
dTuum_ ot power elrw_me buppeu we • vLrie_ e( differ•It, &hue
wade: time won•taut4 el' oh'•nil Immhkem, _| dye•mira of' t_
pnerst_, boiler dye••ks, or.beduUa$ dsily, we•kilt, moelh_,
etc. Sometimes die dyusmlm m lot elt_er we•tin•oN t_u• or
die•ale lime but I_ ewnl _ (or ml_uee •be• USbC•in$
_rikes c_w die IsJdlmll _ • letwork, lr•rther pod modeb u_
¢Tp_caJI7 •nu_llb|e for eull0mer Io_ e_sr•zt_rbP, im, IJ4ql_e,b[Ijl7
ed' t'_ult_, etc.
$) The7 hurl n•lliple eeusom whom nmummnta need to be
_lllld for • weber•it d_p_ _ die m c_ _e _wm.
We _eel* _ll primm_7 &rtu rot die uppUc_Uil! ot mrperL
rj'_t_ms in power _tema rel_b_lil7 lure In
1 ST•tern tvlouitOr_lll - di_nmties ud rub uul_b
1 Scbedulin| - nu.munuct, hTdro.4r.b_dufiu$, mail oommit-
Ilell l
Coord;,,utk)u ud RmLorution
J. J_oni_or_ng
System •n_l_b lid d_a4luoeb ire J'avori_ doms_ns ror the
• pp|icltiou o/" ezl_rt 87steau. ]b_uitorin$ meus prc_idinl the
d_sp_cher wi_.h I comprehensive uulyab o_ Ibe el'mule wad polar-
blouc •ca vullerubiUL_es r_ber diu dbplsTinll • ia.3e umounL of
Ilpl'OC_l_ 1'1.11' doll.
Tbn is I relic•veil eu7 task liven lbsl eecuril/ umeusment
can he performed, l_be ezpertls_ ot expert di_putcbem eodi_,ed _d
I'ormul&&ed ;_to rules nd implemenled Willb • r_uous_bly Eood
eep_rlcion ol' dome• knowled|e _nd the b_t'erenc_enliae.
£ $che_ing
l_;lllhemlt_lly ape&••nil, 8oh•dallas b merely u ve_ hUrlle
eclle eo_,s_r,._u_ed optM_Jon problem bvolviuI _houm_da or
re_l lid inhaler v_i_les. Unlrort.un,4_lT. it b too hurl• s 811_lern
to euily Lmplemenl. _ouequeutly, it leeds to be broken •p into
u etrlt.e$ie purl lad I eequence od"m_r optlmLss_on pmbknm.
The strl_llic purl hs¢ludln I decompoei_k_• btto emaJler •b-
problems iJ whlL the wool•led knovJed_ oi'al_U b lewd/or
8. $_rm Rumored•on
This b _imilur to mbeduli_l, aorpt Ii_ it b • multi-
objective optimiz_iou problem ilvolvin I _e 0_.kl',_'lio• d' boLb
_ic _nd dyumie eoe•tr_imta, pome low oon_r_nU mq_i_r_ lhe
lie•erred power to milch '_e load power, a_Uity muumu seed
to euure _s_ die oys_m b _le to emd•m 8eb el_mp _d _m-
ebrouis_t_oa. FiaaJ17.oper_ial eouu'_inu_ imvolvin| Immmor
Im, d plck-up ud llme mrltchl•ll meed 1o be eoulder_L
F_xp_rt co_a_! Wetem m •_ed to plea ud eoordin_t_ _e
wee el esversJ uul_b puckqles m _ meome il_rb_m htvolv-
i'll Lbe order o4' ial_'oonsoctioas.
We feel thai the the m _ be_t m jut, die tlp d lit• "
J_lber I o_ pomibhr flrlll•r alelMOU e( rile bleed _M rj_u
in p_er rTulenu.
e'l"_-- iw_d t_,lm4w nimrod bqpdTmt&oidJ IW_tdA. Neyf,
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II. Research AJ_.tvitles of C. A. Desoer and His Stndents
1. Dr. A. Bhaya was supported from September 1, 1985 to April 1986. Dr. Bhaya
completed his thesis entitled
Issues in the Rob_ Control of Large Flexible $:_es
Two new issues were considered:
1. Suppose we consider the general linear unity-feedback MIMO stn_ure S (P, C )
where P Is unstab/e. Even in that case, the mabilizlng controller may be
parameterized by 0: It is well known that if P is stable, then O may be any
proper stable transfer function. If P Is uns_ble, the Q must satisfy certain
structural constraints dictated by the instability structure of P. We found the
necessary and su_ctent condition on Q so that it gives a stabilizing controller for
P. This is reported In the paper
Necessary and Su_cient Conditions on Q ( =C (I + PC )-1)
[or _tabilizazion of the Linear Feedback System S (P , C )
A. Bhaya and C. A. Desoer.
Abstract: We find the following necessary and su_cient conditions of
Q ( :--- C (I + PC )-1) to H-stabilize the standard linear tlme-lnvariant unity
feedback system S (P,C) where P has the l.c.f. (Dpz ,.,Vp, ) and the r.c.f
(Nrr , D_, ): and H is a principal ideal domain. (t) Q must have elements in H,
(ii) (resp. (iii)) Q must factorize in H with Dpr (resp_. D/, l ) as a left (resp.
right) factor and (iv) ( ] -- QP ) must factor in H with Dpr as a left factor.
° In the usual large flexible structure model, 11 is known thal in the colocated case,
the plant has neoessarily some jw-axis zeros. (Hence severe performance con-
straints follow). By reformulating the problem of the location of the zeros as an
eigenvalue problem it is possible to show that as the number of acluators is
increased the zeros of transmission have increased frequencies, without however
breaking the interleaving property. Those results will be presenl.ed at the CDC
in December 1986.
Transmission Zeros of Large Flexible Space S_rucmres (I..FSS)
Amit Bhaya and Charles A. Desoer
Abstract We consider a general finite element (lumped) model for the LFSS. We
assume small deformations, Iinear-ehasUc materials and neglect Coriolls forces,
gyroscopic coupling and damping. We assume that the modal position Is the
output; colocated sensors and actuators with the tensor gains chosen so that it
has the system representation Sp =: { A, B, C } where
with system matrix S, where _ E R ax'n and rk (_) = m _<n,
ER with 0 -q<o I "'" •
9
West-Vukovich _ a/ characterized the transmission of zeros of Sp and showed
thai all (n--m) nonposltlve transmission zeros of the reduced system
._p := { _ f_, _, _ :7"} (with system matrix _ ) are the squares of the transmis-
sion zeros of Sp. Thus Sp was shown .tohav'e2(n --m ) jw.-axis transmission
zeros.
In this paper, we use the simple structures of the reduced system _p 1o reformu-
late the problem of finding the transmission zeros of _p (equivalently the zeros
of del [,_p (.)]) as the numerlcally well-cxmditloned and standard problem of
finding the (n -- rn ) real elgenvalu_ of a real, symmetric (n -- m ) X (n -- rn )
matrix.
Earlier reported work, now published
A. Bhaya and C. A. Desoer, "Robust Stability under Additive Perturbations',
]FFF Trans. AC-30, No. 12, pp. 1233-34, Dec. 1985.
2. Mr. G. Kabul_ started to work this summer, he is familiarizing himself with the
nonlinear literature and in particular is studying a proposal of J. Hammer to factorize
nonlinear discrete-time plants in a manner similar 10 the linear case.
Related Work
3. Mr S. M. $hahruz has completed some of his work on nonlinear systems and has
obtained a streamlined derivation of the singular perturbation problem with three
time-scales. The result is a paper accepted for publication by Circuits Systems and
Signal Processing entitled
Szability of Nonlinear Syxtems with Three Time Scales
C. A. Desoer and S. M. Shahruz
Abstract We study the asymptotic stability of a singularly perturbed nonlinear
time-invariant system Sly which has three vastly different time scales. The sys-
tem S_, is approximated by three simpler systems over different time intervals.
We give a straight forward proof of the fact that the asymptotic stability of S[v
is guaranteed when the equilibrium points of the three simpler systems are
exponentially stable and when the parameters _ and v are saxtticiently small.
The work on dithered systems reported earlier has been published:
C. A. Desoer and S. M. Shahruz "Stabillty of Dltherred Nonlinear Systems with
Backlash or Hysteresis', lnzernazional Jow'nal o[ Control, 46, 4, pp. I045 - I060,
1980.
I0
m. Research for the Year1966.-1967
One student (Li-Chen Fu) supported by %.his grant is expectecl to finish his
dissertation this year in the area of adaptive control.
_. FrequencT/Domaz_n Concepts J'or Robust, Ad_t_e Cbntrol
A need has emerged for a synthesis of frequency domain techniques of
analysis into the study of the transient behavior and design of adaptive systems.
This is particularly dif_cult since adaptive systems ere nonlinear and time-
varying. We have encountered some success, however, in carrying out this pro-
gram when the rate of parameter update is slowed down (consider our work on
averaging and optima/ input-design). We feel that this work can be extended on
several directions:
(i) An understanding of the shift in the tuned value of the adaptive system in
response to changes in the frequency content of the excitation
(ii)An understanding of mechanisms of instabilityincluding slow driftinstabil-
ity,high-gain instability
(iii) A design technique for the adaptive control of sampled-data systems
(iv) A systematic design procedure for genera/ indirect-adaptive control laws.
Our work so far has concentrated on directadaptive (in fact,model refer-
ence adaptive control).We ere now poised to use frequency domain tech-
nique for indirect schemes.
B. Corf, pIetion of our Monogr_h ProJect-Stab///ty, Cbnvergence ond Robust-
,tessof Amzp_e A_o_Arr, s
This monograph (currently being classroom tested) is an attempt at provid-
ing the first rigorma_, cor_p=ct text on adaptive control expected to be finished
by December 1988. S. S. Sastry and Marc Bodson propose to give a short course
ll
Progress Report of S.S. Sastry and his Students
At various times during the year four graduate students of S.S, Sastry were partially sup-
ported on the grant: E.W. Bai, L.C. Fu, J. Mason and R. Murray. E.W. Bal and L.C. Fu have
graduated and are Assistant Professors at the University of Iowa and National Taiwan Univer-
sity, respectively. J. Mason is expected to complete his Ph.D. dissertation by January 1988.
These three students worked in the area of linear adaptive control Richard Murray has been
studying high level languages for manipuiation and trajectory planning for multi-fingered robot
hands. In addition I have begun a systematic study of adaptive control of linearizable systems.
Here are some details of the research on the grant and abstracts of the key publications:
1. Linear Adaptive Control
We have continued our ongoing work on the use of frequency domain techniques and
averaging for the study of the transient behavior and robusmess of adaptive control techniques.
1.1. Averaging Analysis for Discrete Time and Sampled Data Adaptive Systems (Bai, Fu and
Sastry), to appear in the IEEE Transactions on C_trcuits and Systems, February 1988, also in
the Proceedings of the Conference on Decision and Control, Dec. 86 (Athens).
Abstract: We extend our earlier continuous time averaging theorems to the non-
linear discrete time case. We use theorems for the study of the convergence
analysis of discrete time adaptive identification and control systems. We also derive
instability theorems and use them for the study of robust stability and instability of
adaptive control schemes applied to sampled data systems. As aby product we also
study the effects of sampling on unmodelIed dynamics in continuous time systems.
1.3.. Frequency Domain Synthesis of Optimal Inputs for Adaptive Identification and Control
(Fu and Sasu-y), Proceedings of the American Control Conference, M3nneapolis, June 87, also
submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
Abstract: In lids paper, we precisely form.ula_, the ..input design, problem of choos-
ing proper inputs for use in $ISO Adapuve Idennncanon aria Model Reference
Adaptive Control tlgorithms. Cl_aracterization of the _ inputs is given in the
frequency domain and is arrived at through the use of averaging theory. An expres-
sion for what we call the average information matrix is derived and its properties
are studied. To solve the input design problem, we w..cast the design problem in the
form of an optimization problem which maximizes the _allest eigenvaiue of the
average information matrix over power constrained signals. A convergent numerical
algorithm is provided to obtain the global optimal solution. In the case where the
lant has unmodeIled dynamics, a careful study of the robes, of both Adaptive
entification and Model Reference Adaptive Comyol algorithms Is performed using
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averaging theory. With these results, we derive a bound on the frequency search
range required in the design algorithm in terms of the desired performance.
1.3. Slowdrift InstabRity in Model Reference Adaptive Systems - an Averaging Analysis (Fu
and Sastry), Intemational Journal of Control, Vol. 45 (1987), pp. 503-527.
Abstract: This paper presents instabili_ theorems for one and two-time scale
time-varying non-linear systems. The theorems are applied to the model reference
adaptivecontrolsystem with unmodellcd dynamics and outputdisturbances.
1.4. Frequency Domain Analysisand SynthesisTechniques(Ph.D. dissertationf Fu).
Abstract: In this thesis we use a mathematical technique, referred to as the
method of averaging, to thoroughly analyze both adaptive identification and adaptive
control schemes. In principle the results hold when the rate of parameter update in
the adaptive loop is slow compared with the dynamics of the other state variables,
but in practice they work for normal rates of parameter adaptation. Our analysis is
not confined to the ideal case which consists of knowing the order of the unknown
plant exactly and assuming there exists no external disturbances, but it also allows
for unmodelled dynamics and additive output disturbance.s. We also make use of
the method of averaging to solve the opumal input problem, i.e. the problem of
choosing the input which produces the fastest rate of parameter convergence.
The results of this thesis are many. The _ is a set of stability theorems which
determine when a dynamical system possesses exponential stability, partial exponen-
tial stability or ultimate boundedness. Instability theorems for one- and two-time-
scale systems are also given. Under the assumptions of a stationary reference input
and slow adaptation these results are applied to adaptive systems. The next result is
a calculable estimate of the rate of parameter convergence when various adaptation
algorithms are used. When the plant contains urtmodelled dynamics, we use the
method of averaging to formally define the notion of a set of "tuned parameters".
Under the assumptions of slow adaptation and ]_ersistency of excitation, we show
that for the adaptive identifier, the actual idenufier parameters converge to a ball
which is centered at the tuned parameters and whose radius goes to zero as the
adaptation gain goes to zero. Similar remits, though slightly more complicated, are
also obtained for the adaptive control case. To illustrate the importance of the
choice of input signals, the phenomenon of slow-drigt instability is analyzed.
Finally a frequency domain technique, for the synthesis of reference inputs which
solve the optimal input problem, is given. An expression for what we call the aver-
age information matrix is derived and its properties are studied. The objective of
the input synthesis technique is to specify the frequency content of a power con-
strained input signal, which maximizes the smallest eigenvalue of the average infor-
marion matrix, and hence maximize the parameter convergence rate. A convergent
numerical algorithm is given which obtains globally opimal solutions to the above
problem. When the plant contains unmodelled dynamics, practical considerations of
the range of support of the frequency content of the reference input is given.
1.5. Analysis of Adaptive Identifiersin the Presenceof Unmodelled Dynamics: Averaging
and Tuned Parameters(Mason, Bal,Fu, Bodson and Sastry),ERL Memo No. M87/25, submit-
ted to IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
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Abstract: Adaptive identifiers are designed with the assumption that the order of
the plant is known. In this paper we analyze the behavior of a standard identifier
when the plant contains additonal dynamics, called unmodelled dynamics, which
invalidate the known order assumption. The first result of our analysis is an input
richness condition which does not depend on the order of the unmodelleed dynam-
ics to guaranteepersistencyof excitationof _ reg_es_r. Th.en we _ow that_e
PE condition leads to a BIBO stability property xor me iOentiner, we use me
method of averagingto formallydefinethenotionof tunedparametersas theequili-
brium of the identifieraveraged system. It is r,hown thatthe.tuned parame_rs
always existand thatthe actualparametersconvergeto some ne_ghbo_ood oz me
tuned parameters.From the definitionof thetuned parameters,we aenve an expu-
citexpressionto calculatethem and interpretthem as the fixedparametervalues
which minimixe themean squaredoutputerror.
We have continuedto develop the resultsof (1.5)for the identificationf the transfer
functionof a flexiblespace structure.The input-outputdataisobtainedfrom a model of the
structureatCaltechand isendowed withseveralmodes which we choosenot tomodel.
The monograph projectstartedlastyear on thisgrant is nearing completion (draft
enclosed).
2. Adaptive Control of Linearizable Systems (Sastry)
In recentyears,stankngwith thepioneeringwork of Meyer and CicolaniatNASA-Ames
an interestingmethodology of non-linearcontrolhas evolved. A number of applicationsof
thesetechniqueshave been made, however, theirchiefdrawback appearsto arisefrom the fact
thatthey rely on an exactcancellationof non-linearterms in orderto get linearinput-output
behavior.We suggestthe use of adaptationas a techniqueto make asymptoticallyexactthe
exact cancellationof non-linearterms when the uncertaintyin the non-linearterms is
parametric.This work was carriedout in collaborationwith D. Normand-Cyrot of L.S.S.-
E.S.E., Paris.
.
Abstract: In this paper we give some initial results on the adaptive control of
"minimttm-phase"non-linearsystems which .areexactly .input-outpu.t l_.e "ar_le by
state feedback. Parameter adaptation is useo as a ledmique to roousuty me exact
cancellation of non-linear terms which is called for in the _on technique.
We review the applicationof the techniquestothe adaptivecontrolof robot mani-
pulators.Only the continuoustimecaseisdiscussedin thispaper--extenslonsto the
discretetime and sampled datacasearenot obvious.
Trajectory Generation and Manipulation Primitives for a Multi.fingered hand (Mur-
ray and Sastry)
One of the most importantareasof furoreresearchin controlisthe generationof corn-
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mand trajectories for a control system from a high level, qualitative description of a task. This
problem is readily perceivable in a variety of applications: flight control (from the pilot's idea
of a maneuver to a reference trajectory), robot path planning (from a pick and place description
to a collision avoidance trajectory that respects a torque limits), etc. For our pan we have been
interested in understanding manipulation of objects by a multi-fingered hand, which of course
can be thought of as being a collection of robots. Manipulation of objects, such as screwing
pans and mating parts for assembly; reconfiguring can be achieved if the high level description
could be specified in terms of a set of primitives. Candidate primitives include various types
of grasps - power grasp, dextrous grasp, pinched grasp and some motions - twirl, push, apply
contact force, compliance, etc. These in turn are to be complied to a set of control actions on
the individual joints of the fingers taking into account their kinematics, coUision avoidance,
torque limits on the motors.
Such a program is undoubtedly ambitious and the project is in its infancy: we have built
a two jointed, two-fingered hand (Styx If) controlled through a PC-AT currently instrumented
with joint encoders and strain gauge finger tips are being designed to perform simple opera-
dons: such as peg _ a hole insertion, grasping, etc. We hope to proceed inductively on this
project - using our experimental experience to come up with notions of the correct theory to
pursue in this regard.
The Berkeley Multi-Fingered Hand
Progress Report of C. A. Desoer and his student M. G. Kabuli
1. Nonlinear Systems, Factorizations and Stable Feedback Systems
The well establishedalgebraicfactorizationtheoryforlinearsystemshas been singularly
successfulin obtainingdefinitiveresults:class of all achievableinput-outputmaps, the
parametrizationof allstabilizingcompensators,thede.couplingproblem,the sensitivityminimi-
zationproblem (H = theory),the decentsalizedcontrolproblem,etc.Recently a few papers
investigated some of the possibilities that factorization would offer in the nonlinear context.
We are in the process of developing that line of research. So far we have completed the papers
listed below:
1.1 C. A. Desoer, M. G. Kabuli, "Stabilizationa d Robustness of the Nonlinear
Unity-Feedback System: Factorization Approach", University of California, Berke-
ley ERL Memo M87/28 1987, also accepted to International Journal of Control,
Ref. No. 1JC287227.
Abstract: This paper is a self-contained discussion of a right factori-
zation approach in the stability analysis of the continuous-time or
discrete-time,time-invariantor time-varying,well-posedunity feed-
back system S(P, C). We show that a well-posed stable feedback sys-
tem S(P, C) implies that P and C have right faetorizatiorts. In the case
where C isstable,P has a normalizedright-coprimefaaorization.The
factorizatJonapproachisused instabilizationa d simultaneousstabili-
zationresults.
An abbreviatedversionof theseresultshave been acceptedforpresentationatthe
26th IEEE Conference on Decisionand Control,Los Angeles,Dec. 1987, under
the title "Nonlinear Systems, Factorizations and Stable Feedback Systems'.
1.2 C. A. Desoer,M. G. Kabuli,"RightFactorfaaaonofa Classof Tlm_-VarylngNon-
linearSystems',Universityof California,BerkeleyERL Memo M87155 1987,also
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control Ref. No. CM-87298.
Abstract: We consider a class of nonlinear continuous-time lime-
varying plants with a state-space description which has a uniformly
completely controllable linear part. For this class, we obtain by calcu-
lation a right factorization. In the case where the state is available for
feedback,we obtaina normalized right-coprime factorization.
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1.3
1.4
C. A. Desoer, M. G. Kabuli, "L/near Stable Unity-Feedback System: Necessary
and Sufficient Conditions for 5tabUity under Nonlinear Plant Perturbations",
University of California, Berkeley ERL Memo M87/64 1987, also submitted to
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, Ref. No. CM-87378.
Abstract: We consider a linear (not necessarily time-invariant) stable
unity-feedback system, where the plant and the compensator have nor-
realized fight-coprime factorizafions; we study two cases of non/inear
plant perturbations (add/r/reand feedback),with foursubcasesresult-
bag from: 1) allowing exogenous Input to the perturbation or not, 2)
allowing the observation of the output of the perturbation or not. The
plant perturbation is not required to be stable. Using the faetoflzation
approach we obtain necessary and suffzient conditions for all eases in
terms of two pairs of nonlinear pseudo-state maps. Simple physical
considerations explain the form of these necessary and sufficient con-
ditions. Finallywe obtainthe characterizationf allperturbationsfor
which the perturbedsystemremainsstable.
Some of these results in the paper above were presented at the 25th Annual Aller-
ton Conference on Communication, Control and Computing, Urbana-Champaign,
Sept. 1987, under the title "L/near Stable Unity-Feedback System: Necessary and
Sufficient Conditions for Stability Under Nonlinear Additive Plant Perturbations _.
C. A. Dcsoer, A. N. GiJndes M. G. Kabuli, "Coprime factorizations of individual
subsystems In stable linear systems", submitted to the 1988 American Control
Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, June 1988.
Abstract: We consider a stable linear ( not necessarily time-
bavariant) unity-feedback system and obtain the necessary and
sufficient conditions under which the individual subsystems have right-
and left-coprime factorizations. The linear time-bavariant case is given
as an example.
ResearchPlansfor theYear1987- 1988
This year our research will be in three major areas. The focus will shift somewhat from
problems of linear, adaptive control to non-linear fligl_ control. The methodology of research
will also shift somewhat from being purely theoretical to one which is more closely coupled to
a few candidate applications:
0) The control of VTOL aircraft, and in particular the Harrier at NASA - Ames.
(it) The control of flexible robot manipulators, both for large slewing maneuvers and smaller
dextrous motions.
(iii) The generation of command Irajectories for the low-level con_'ol of multi-fingered hands
and flight control systems.
In order to accomplish this shift in our research methodology, especially in the context of
the first application listed above, we envision a much closer interaction with the Ames Flight
Control group with the exchange of models, data and techniques. We will be significantly
aided in this process by the presence in our research group of John Hauser, who has had con-
siderable experience with flight control systems as a pilot with the Air- Force. At the outset
Mr. Hauser will spend some time with the simulation facilities at Ames understanding the
nature of the models and porting them in a form in which they can be understood and used by
other people in the group. We then hope to embark on the following program of research:
Section I. Identification of Non.linear Plants
Key problems arise in the development of non-linear models for flight control from simu-
lation models and flight data. These problems center around coming up with analytical models
of the non-linearities present in the system. The non-linearides need to be chosen so that they
are a basis set for the system to be identified (they are rich enough to model the system com-
pletely), and in addition the resultant model needs to be robust. The tools which are used for
linear model identification may be extended to lineafizable systems with only a modest effort.
Consequently, the choice of the non-linear fimctions chosen to represent the plant is critical.
Some choices of fcn_ons may result in a lineariz_le system while others may not. The tools
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that we will bring to bear on this topic will be a combination of symbolic manipulation tools,
simulation tools and identification tools. We will proceed in developing the theory in this
regard inductively, i.e. we will start with some prototype identification problems encountered
with the modeLLing of the dynamics of the Harrier fi'om existing simulations and flight data and
then proceed to propose a theory.
Section 2. Research in Linearizing Control of Non-linear Systems
While a great deal of progress has been made in applying the methodology of linearizing
control to "minimum phase" non-linear systems very little progress has been made in the con-
text of non-minimum phase non-linear systems. For such systems there are two approaches
available: to explicitly include the non-minimum phase characteristic in the reference model or
to modi_ the output of the system so as to make it minimum phase. The latter option has
been used to get a system with no zeros for the longitudinal axis of the helicopter. We pro-
pose to build the theoretical backbone for such approaches.
Yet another area of active research in linearizing control has to do with when the lineariz-
ing conditions are not uniformly satisfied in regions of the state space. For example, in the
instance of a relative degree 1 system the case when L_(h) is not bounded away from zero but
changes sign in a certain region of the state space is not covered. We have encountered such a
situation in the comext of the control of a flexible robot manipulator. The situation is consider-
ably more involved in the multivariable case. As in the previous section we hope to proceed
inductively from our experience with the test bed flexible robot manipulator which we have
built and instrumented. We will also commence the program of studying the lineafiz_Rity of
the Harrier dynamics.
A question relaled to the one raised in the precoeding paragraph is fl_e question of near-
linearizability of non-linear dynamics, i.e. when the lineafiz_ility conditions fail to hold, how
does one determine by how much they fail to hold. In other words which systems _ nearly
linearizable and how does one perform approximate lineariz_on. We propose to develop a
systematic methodology for this task.
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Section 3. Command Generation for Control Systems
A key problem in control systems is the development of a methodology for the genera-
tion of commands as inputs to a control system from a high level task description. Consider,
for example the problem of trajectory generation for robot manipulators: fzom a description of
the task and the configuration of obstacles in the environment one generates a collision
avoidance trajectoryin space. This needs to be indexed by lime in such a manner as to
includetorqueconstraintson the motors,finiteslew ratesfor the torquesand to on. For a
flightconu'olsystem theproblem iscomplicatedby thefactthatthe constraintson actuatorsare
more complica_d and thatcertaintrajectories are infeasible when )he system isnot minimum
phase. Further, the process of compiling a low-level quantitative description of a task f'rom a
high-level qualitative one is not well understood. Intact, it is in the context of this problem that
we have begun the work on multi-fingered hands described in the progress r_port. We propose
to continue both that project as well as one involving command generation for the Harder and
the flexible arm this year.
Section 4. Adaptive Control Of Linearizable Systems
As pointed out in the progress report a key drawback of linearizing control is that it relics
on exact cancellation of non-linear terms. Consequently, when these terms are not exactly
known the cancellation needs to be robustified using adaptation. We have begun some work in
this regard on this grant last year, but tiffs is preliminary and will need to be extended to cover
the situationsdescribedinSection2 above and thethreeapplicationsindicatedabove.
Progress Report of S.S. Sastry and his Students
1987 - 1988
Du.,'ing the pa.q year three graduate st_dems of S.S. Sastry were pardally _t)l)orted on
this gram, Richard Murray, John Hauser, and Andrew TeeL Richard Murray continued the
work he began last year in the control and wajectory generation of manipulation primitives for
a multi-fingered hand. Both John Hausor and Andrew Teel have been working on the lineariz-
ing control of a class of non-_Jnear systems, with specific emphasis on the dynamics of the
Han_er, VTOL. In the area of linear adapdve control in work supported by this grant, I have
completed a monograph with Marc Bodson (a smdem supported on this gram tmtil January
1987) endded "Adaptive Control: Stability, Convergence and Robusmess," to be published by
Prentice Hall in November 1988. This brings to a state of completion a long program of
research in line:xr adaptive conu-ol, supported on dds gram from October 1983 to the present,
which a/so resulted in the completion of four Ph.D. dissertations either wholly or partially sup-
ported by this gram, M. Bodson (December 1986), E.W. Bai (August 1987), L.C. Fu (August
1987), J. Mason (J_me 1988). Here are some der,_J3s of the research on the gram and abstrac'Ls
of key public,dons:
1. Linear Adaptive Control
1.1. "Adaptive Control, Stability, Convergence and Robusmess" (S. Sastry and M. Bodson), to
be published by Prendce Haft, November 1988. This 378 page monogra1_h is a synopsis of our
work in the last four ye_ in adaptive conuol with comdbudons fiom the dissertations of 1=u,
Ba_ and Mason.
1.2. "Analysis of Adaptive Idendfle.'s in the Presence of Unmodelled Dynamics: Averaging
and Tuned Par'ame_e."s" (Mason, Bai. Fu, Bodson and Sastry), IEEE Trans. oa Azaora_c
Control,Vol. 33, No. I0,1988,pp. 969-975.
Abstract: Adaptive idendSersare designedwiththe assumptionthattheorder of
the plato is known. In this paper we _-_lyze the behavior of a _andanl identifier
when the plant contains Klditional dynamics, called unmodelled dynamics, which
invalidatethe known order assumption.The first resultof our analysis is an input
richnessconditionwhich does not depend on theorderof theunmode.lledynamics
to guaranteepersisw.noyof excitationof then:gressor.Then we show thatthe PE
conditionleadstv a BIBO gabilitypropertyforthe identifier.We use themethod
of averagingto formallydefinethe notionoftunedparametexsas theequilibriumof
the identifieraveragedsystem. Itisshown thatthe tuned parametersalways exist
and thatthe actual parametersconvergem some neighborhood of the tuned parame-
ters.From the definitionof the tunedparameters,we derivean explicitexpre_on
to calculatethem and interprethem as the fixedpanmeuer valueswhich minimize
the mean squared outputerror.
2. "Trajectory Generation and Manipulation Primitives for a Multi-fingered Hand"
(Murray and Sastry).
We have completed the construction of a two jointed, two fingered hand (Styx ID con-
trolled through a PC-AT to perform some simple operation. The two fingered hand has turned
out to be an excellentestbed forlayingout variouskindsof low levelcontrolaws forposi-
tionand forceconn'ol.Ithas alsohelped us toformuLu_ a comprehensive"universal"theory.
of L:igrangiancontrolfor singleand multi-manipulatorsunder a varietyof contactconditions.
As we had suggested in last year's progress report, we have studied que._ons of wajec:vry
gene,"at]onfor a multi-fingeredhand from a high levelqu_tative descriptionof a task.
Though we have not yet had some definitiveresultsin the are_ we have been studyingthe
literatureinthe areaof cvem drivencontrolsystemsforadditionaltoots.
2.1. "ControlExperimentsin PlanarManipulationand Grasping,"(Murray and Sasn'y),sub-
mitted to the 1989 IEEE Conference on Roboticsand AutomaP.on,alsoto be a UCB/ERL
Memo, October 1988.
Abstract: Many algorithmshave been proposed in the literaturefor controlof
multi-fingeredrobot hands. This paper compares the performanceof severalof
thesealgorithms,as well as some e.'aensionsof more conventionalmanipulatorcon-
trollaws,inthec_e of planargrasping.A briefinn_u_on tothesubjectof robot
hands and thenotationused inthispaperisincluded.
2_. "Dynamics and Control of Constrained Robot Sys'_ms," ('Murray, Hsu and Sastry). Sub-
mhted to the IEF.Z Conference on Robotics and Au:oma_n/fR, 1989; also ¢o be a UCB/ERL
Memo, October 1988.
Abstract: This paper presents a ge.,zral framework for developing dynamics and
control laws for a large class of robot systems. This class includes single robots in
contact with the environment, multi-figered hands, and multiple robots performing
a coordinated task. Several well known tnje_ry conn_l laws for robots are
extended using this framework and proofs of exponential stability are given. A new
control law which anows hybrid position/stiffness conuul is also pr_,semed along
with proofs of stability. Experimental n_'ults of the control algorithms _'e given for
the case of a two-fingered hand mmipulm_g an object and a single robot applying
a force to a surface.
3. Control of LJnearizing Systems
We have cominued the progrdm of taking recent advances in non-linear control into a
practicaldesignme_odology. In thiswork, we have been collaboratingverycloselywith the
flight control group at NASA-Ames. Two sets of projects are underway.
3.1. Flight Comrol of VTOL Aircraft CHauser and Sasu'y in collaboration with G. Meyer of
NASA-Ames). When the linearizing theory is blindly applied to the flight control of high per-
formance aircraft, such as VTOL a/rc,"_ the controller yields an internally unstable system.
This is because linearizing control is based on cancenation of the zero dynamics, which are
slightly non-minimum phase for the dynamics of The VTOL. We have developed methodology
to modify the theo_ for these and other non-minimum phase _tems.
"Line_rization T¢c,hniques for Fright Control Systems," (I-lauser, Sastry and Meyer).
Abstract: There has been a gre_ deal of ¢,,u:itemem recemly over the development
of a theory for e,'vplickly linearizing _ inpu_-oulput response of a nonline,qr system
using state fe,-dback. One shortcoming of this theory is _ inability to deal with
non-r_nimum phase nonlinear systems. Highly maneuver'able jet aircn_ such as
the V/STOL Harrier, belong to an importmu class of $//g/u/ynon-minimum phase
nonlinear systems. The non-minimum phase charuc_r of these alrnraf't is due in part
to a slight coupling between rolling mome.ms and lateral tccelemions. In this
paper, we show that while malghfforward application of the linesrizafion theory to
a non-minimum phase system resultsin asystemwitha linearinput-output_'portse
but unstableinternaldynamics,designinga feedbackconm31based on a minimum
phase approximationto thetruesystem resultsin a systemwith desirableproperties
such as bounded trackingand asymptoticstability.
43_.. "Compuu_rAided Non-linear Conn_Ller $ys'm_" (Tee! Ind $asu'y).
To make the theory a pra_cai design methodology we have developed a V_
based design package for obt_ling lhe "normal form" of non-linear systems s_ing from an
_la]yti_l description of lheir dynamic._ In lucre, we w_l also d_velop B-Spline software w
_kc nume.rical data and convert it _ an malytical form necessary for _e follow up analysis
and dcs/gn.
Progress Report of C. A. Desoer and M. G. Kabuli
198"/- 1988
1. Nonlinear Systems, Factorizafions and Stable Feedback Systems
Factorizationtheoryfor line._lime-invariamsystemshas been the only approach that
completely characterizes all stabilizing compensators, all achievable performance objectives in
one fi-amework. Recently, a few papers have investigated the extension of the fac_rization
approach to a non/bzearsetting,usingbounded-inputbounded-outputstabilityarguments.This
generalizationis not an abstractionsolelyfortheoreticalpurposes;itcapturesthe essenceof
ce,-_npropertiesof thelinearfactorizationtheoryoftenconsideredaslira/tedtoitsco_ed
settingof the algebraof line_"maps. When we n_rict ourselvesto additivefeedback
schemes, this generuliz_on allows us to descn'be the set of feedback stabllizable nonlinear
plants. In certain cases, one can find one, many or even all $t_llizing compensators and
descn'be the achievable dosed-loop maps. As it is we.ll-known not all linear systems admit cer-
tain factorizationsrequiredfor the applicationof fac_fizationtheory;thus,itisnot restrictive
at all to consider special classes of plants in xl_ generalization. The fonowing papers
emphasize these points.
1.1. C.A. Desoer, M. G. Kabuli, "Stabilization of a Class of Nonline_ Systems Using a F qc-
toriz._tion Approach," P_'oceedings of the IEEE 27th Conference on Decision and Control, Aus-
tin, December 1988.
Abstract: Linear time-invariam proper plants wi_ a minimal state-_ace descrip-
tion can a/ways be stabilized in an observer-comro]Im" configuration where the feed-
back system co_ of a two-inputone-outputcompensatorwhich isr,able;hence,
such plainsa/ways have right-coprime_ons. Using observerbased con-
trollers,coprime fuc_riz_ons of a classof UJsearplantshave been obtainedin the
literumre,. In this paper, we generalize the dgh_-copflmeness definition by n_p/fing
on/y that the corresponding plant's pseudo-suu_ con be reconstructed by a two-input
one-outputstableobserver. Afterpointingout the_rdes of thisdefinitionand
the feedback system Y,(P, Q), we obtain tighx-coprime fac_orizadons for a class of
nonline_" plants, where a two-input one-output pseudo-state observer is consn'ucted.
A feedback stabilizanon scheme is given using this observer.
1.2. CA. Desoer, M.G. Kabu/i, "Noniinear Stable UnitT-Fem/back Systems w_th One Linear
Subsystem," UCB/ERL Memo M87?91, Dec-Jnbet 1987.
Abstract: In this paper, we consider the _n//near enity-feedback configuration
where one of the two _bsystems (either the plant or the oompensamr) is specified
by a//near (not necessarily lime-invariam) map. If Ihe linear _Tstem has a left-
coprime factorizatton, u'_ nonlinear subsystem is I_own to have a specific normal-
ized right-coprim¢ facwrizafion.If li_¢ linear mbsvstem also has a non,aal_ed
right-coprime faaorizar_on, we obtain a pammeuC.mfion of the set of tlI smbm_-g
nonlinear subsystems;thisparametrizafion can be imetpre_! as: I) that of all sta-
bilizingnonlinear compen.m_n for a given//near plant or iD that of all nonlinear
fractional perturbations of a possibly nonlinear plant stabilized by a given//ae_
compensator. It is ir_ms'dng to note that u'z _ of all mlbilizing nonlinear com-
pensators (for a given linear plant) (or interbred differently, the set of all stable
nonlinear fractional pertm'batiomof a nonlinear plant, _biIized by t given linear
compensator) is precisely of the form well-known for the linear case except that
certain maps includingthe freestable parameter {2 ue nonlinear.
1.3. The followingisa s'tamsupdateof thepapen listedintheprevious progressreport.
• "Stabilization and Robusmess of _ Nonlinear Unity-r-eedback System," Interna-
tionallouraal of Control, VoL 47, No. 4, pp. 1133-1148, Apr_ 1988.
. "R_ght-Factorizadonof a Classof T'une-Vatying NonlinearSysmms," IEEE Tran-
sac#ons on AutomaticControl,VoL 33,No. 8,pp.7._5-757,August 1988.
• "Linear Stable Unity-Feedback System: Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Sta-
bRhy under Nonlinear Plant Perturbations," IEEE Transactions on Automatic Con-
no/, Vol. 34. No. 1, January. 1989.
ProposedResearch1988- 1989
We will continue the new directions of research commenced last year with the shift in
focus from linear, adaptive control to non-linear flight central with the methodology shifting to
two candidaze _plic_ons:
(i) The flight conn'vl of v'rOL aircraR.
(ii) The generationof command trajectoriesforthelow-levelconn-olofmulti-fingeredhands
and flight controlsystems.
The pastyear has seencloserexchangeswiththeNASA Am_ FlightComzul group involving
some studentsworking with models, dam and tcchnicluessuch as John Hauser,And_w "reel
and Joseph Sifer.The followingtopicsof mse_r.hw'RIbe purmed:
I. Identificationof Non-linear Systems
So far,we have developedgenericcontroltcchni_esforflmplifiedmodels of VTOL air-
craft.This year we wR1 need to developmore sophisficamdanalyticalmodels from simulation
models and Rightdata. We planto use B-splinesas_ basicsetformodening theuncertain-
ties.They are certainlyrich enough to model thesystem;whether or not they wRl provide
robustmodels needs to be studied.We willbringtobeara combinationof symbolicsimula-
tiontoolsand idcr_ficationtoolsto model the dynamics of theHarrierfrom existingsimula-
tionsand flightdata.
2. A Robust Theory of Linenrizntion
2.1. SlightlyNon-Minimum Phase Systems
We have developeda theoryforeffectivelydealingwiththeslightlynon-mlnimum phase
characteristics of planarVTOL models. We willfollow el) this work with the extension to
more complicated three degree of freedom VTOL models. We have developed a joy _ck
based simulation package so thatthe resultingcontml1_ may be "flown" to determine its
effic-_cy.
2_. Linearizafion in the Presence of Uncertainty
La_ year we inaugurated a program of adaptive c,oz_o! for linearizable non-linear sys-
tems. This was a technique for dealing with non-linear systems which have parametric uncer-
tainty. We have now studied other _chniques for robust line_iz_on in the presence of uncer-
tainty or poor modeling of _e non-linearides such u sliding mode control and high gain; as
well as _he zero dynamics algorit_n of Isidori. We will _ry some of these lechniques on the
Harrier dynamics.
2.3. Command Generation for Control Systems
Most conu'ol methodologies begin with a _ desired traje_ry that Itm plant is
required to track. The gener_on of t_ese Iraje,_ories from a qualitative description of lhe con-
trol tasks is far from _'ivial or obvious - especially given the _ on actuators, finite
slow rates, etc. It is the context of this problem that we in.sdgaled the work on multi-fingered
hands on this grant. This year we w_l use _ expertise of a l_Ot to bewr undemmd the pro-
cess of irajecWry generation for the VTOI.jHarrier. Also, proc_ding apac_ will be high level
control for the two-fingered hand.
3. FactoHzation Based Approaches
We propose m investigate the use of these fac'mfizadon mchniques to clarify two impor-
tam problems: ..
(]) The robusmess problem: that is, how to chara_,d.zc _ robust de,sign, how to find the
achievable mbusmess for a given specification We mtm _c,,_l that an impormm advance in
//near theory was Znmes's elucidation of Rm _:le-off between ro_ _ performance for
the MIMO case.
(ii) Two of t_ most knpormnt properties of f_dback sysmms m'e Itm dismrban_ mje_on
and tracking proper_es. We propose m study these problems using our fac_riz_on methods.
q.
Progress Report of S. S. Sastry and his Students, 1988-1989
During the past year three graduate students of S.S.Sastry were supported by this grant: John
Hauser, And_w T_I and Raja Kadiyala. John Hauser finished his Ph.D. dissertation in August 1989 on
The ApproxiynateLinearizationofNonlinearSystemswithempha_ on thedynamics ofV/STOL aircra_
Both Andrew Teel and Raja Kadiyala have finished their M.S. project reports on the indirect adaptive
controlofnonlinearsystems.
Also,using additionalfundingfurnishedby thisgrantwe organizedthe 1989 NASA Ames -UC
Berkeleyworkshop inNonlinear FlightControl heldbetween August 21stand August 24th thisyear.
This workshop featured three days of presentations by specialists in the areas of both nonlinear control
and flight control and was attended by about 80-100 researchers. The workshop also served to showcase
some of the joint work in this area being done by NASA Ames and UC Berkeley. Here are some of the
details of work done on the grant and the abstracts of key publications:
1. Approximate Linearization of Nonlinear Systems
While necessary and sufficient conditions for both full state and input-output lineafi2adon have
been given in the literaturea greatdeal w,malns to be done in making these conditionspartof a
comprehensive designmethodology.In the work startedon thisprojectwe have takenthe firststepsto
identifythose conditionsin the linearizationmethod which arenot robust.We have thenproceeded to
examine how when these conditions fail tv be satisfied but fail to do so by a small amoum that conditions
for the approximate linearization exist. The development of the theory has been guided by two key exam-
ples, the first being the model of a planar V/STOL aircraft and the second being a ball and beam model-
= , =
Lingthedynamics of variablewing storesor fuelsloshinan aircraftwing. In the former casethe non-
linear system is slightly nonminimum phase so that linea'izmon n:sults in a closed loop unstable system:
while in the latter case the system fails to have rel_ve degree so that the ]inearization technique cannot
be directly applied. The following public_ons and their abstracts reflect this work:
ApproximateTrackingfor NonlinearSystems
with ApplicationtoFlightControl
John Hauser
In this disse.'mliom we embark on a project to make recem theoretical advances in geometric non-
linear conn_l into a practicable control de_tsn methodology.
The method of input-output linearization by state feedback provides a natural framework to design
conu'ollers for systems, such as airgmR, where output u-acking rather Than stabilization is the conu_l
objective. Central notions include relative degree and zero dynamics. Roughly speaking, the relative
degree of a system is the dimension of the part of the system that can be input-output linearized and the
zero dynamics are the remaining (unobservable) dynamics. Systems with exponentially stable zero
dynamics are analogous trajectories with internal stability.
While investigating the use of these methods in the conlrol of the V/S"FOL Harrier aircr'_ft, we
notice that the small forces pr_luced when generating body moments caused the aircraR to have an
unstable zero dynamics, ke., to be nonminimum phase. However, if this coupling were zero, then the air-
craft could be input-ouvput linearized with no zero dynamics. In other words, a small change in a parame-
mr resulted in a significant change in the system su'uaure!
With this observation as the driving force, this dissertation studies the effects of system permrba-
lions on the su'ucmre of the system and develops methods for tracking conu'oller design based on approxi-
mate systems.
After reviewing the basics of geometric nonlinear conuvl, we show that small regular perturbations
in the system can result in singular perturbations in the zero dynamics. We give asymptotic formulas for
the resultingfast dynamics.
Next we develop techniques for tracking control design for systems that do not have a well defined
relative degree. Using an approximate [racking for the true system. This approach is shown to be supe-
rior totheusualJacobianlinearizationmethod on a simpleballand beam system.
Returningtotheaircraftcontrolproblem,we use a highlysimplifiedplanarVTOL aircraftmodel to
illustrate the (slight) nonminimum phase characteristic of these systems and develop a conn'oller to
guarantee approximate tracking. We also develop a formal theory for this class of systems.
Zero Dynamics ofRegularlyPerturbed Systems are SingularlyPerturbed
S. S. Sasu'y, J. E. Hauser and P. V. Kokowvic
In this paper we presem new r_ul_ on the su'acmre of the zeros of Rue.or and nonlinear systems
under pem,u'batiom In particular we show that when state space descriptions of linear or single-input
single-output systems with relative degree > 2 are regularly pemn'bed, then their zero dynamics are singu-
larly perturbed and show a separation of time scales. In the SlSO case, we give asymptotic formulas for
thenew highfrequencyzerodynamics arisingform theregulm-pemarbalion.
Nonlinear Control via Approximate Input-Output Linearixation:
the Bali and Beam Example
J. E. Hauser, S. S. Sastry and P. V. Kokotovic
In this paper, we study approximate input-output lineafization of SISO nonlinear systems which fail
to have relative degree in the sense of Bymes and Isidod. This work is in the same spirit as the earlier
work of Kxener on approximate full state linearizadon by rote feedback. The general theory presented in
this paper is motivated through it's application on a ball and beam system, a commonly used undergradu-
ate control laboratory experiment; where it is shown to be superior to the standard Jacobian linearization
for this example.
2. Adaptive Control of Nonlinear Systems
In previous work, we had studied the use of parameter adaptation to robustify the cancellation of
nonlinear terms in the exact linearizing cona'ol laws. The work had been res_cted _ _he use of dire_
adaptive control techniques, i.e. there was no explicit separ_on ber, veen identification and conzrol.
While the results were analytically quite pleasing and also practically implementable on a model of a
robot manipulator we found that the amount of computation required in its implementation was rather
large. Consequently we spent last year studying techniques for indirect adaptive conn'ol involving an
explicit separation between identification and control. We began with a study of nonlinear identifiers both
of the least squares and projection variety and then used them to give a few indirect adaptive schemes one
based on a self tuning principle and the other on a reduced order nonlinear observer. The schemes were
proven to be convergent and a systematic study of the relative meri_ of each of the schemes on several
examples was completed in the following work:
Indirect Techniques for Adaptive Input Output
Llnearization of Noniinear Systems
R. Kadiyala, A. Tee.l, P. Kokotovic and S. Sasu'y
A technique of indirect adaptive control based on cemimy equivalence for input output lineatiza-
fion of nonlinear systems is proven convergem. It does not suffer f_om the overparametefization draw-
backs of the direct adaptive conn'ol techniques on the same plant. This paper also comaim a semi-
indirect adaptive conm311er which has several am'a_ve fean_-s of both the direct and indirect schemes.
1
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Progress Report of C. A. Desoer and his Students, 1988-1989
Report on Research by C.A Desoer and M.G. Kabul/
(Kabuli, who was supported by this grant, completed his dissertation in August of 1989)
The results of our recent research on Factorizafion techniques for rkie study of feedback systems has
been written up in a self consistent form in the following report. These new results were presented at the
MTNS Symposium in Amsterdam, June, 1989.
Factorization Approach to Nonlinear Feedback Systems
by
C.A. Desoer and M.G. _buli
ERL Memorandum UCB/ERL M89/64
In its general algebraic frm'nework, factorizadon theory has proven to be extremely useful in solving
interesting conu'ol problems relamd to linear time-invariam systems that have transfer function represen-
tations. This work studies the extension of factorizadons to nonlinear multiinput-multioutput maps.
The nonline:tr maps considered are assumed to be causal (i.e., non-anticipatory) and are defined
over input and output extended spaces; hence the setting is quite general and is suitable for analyzing
unstable nonlinear maps. Due to the flexibility of choosing norms in input and output spaces, this input-
output approach is suitable for generalized forms of bounded-input bounded-output stability analysis.
Fac_orizadon tools are applied to stability and mbus_ss analysis of nonlinear additive feedback
systems. These tools are also used to propose stabilizing feedback schemes.
Proper stable factodzadons of linear time-invarinm firdt_..dknensional systems and related key facts
are reviewed for motivation; they lead to a compact self-contained formulation of stabRity and robusmess
prope_es.
StabiLizing feedback systems and existence of factorizafions am studied based on a discussion of
factorizadon tools for general line_" maps. Using factorizarlon tools, necessary and sufficient conditions
are given for robust stability of the nominal linear unity-fecdhack system under nonlinear (posm'oly
unstable)additive,feedback,pre-mttldplicativeand post-multiplicadveplatopemubadons.
Following a discussionforright-faaorizntiontoolsfornonlinearcausalmaps, a stabilizingadditive
feedback cortfiguradonisproposed. Right-factorizadonand fight-coprimefactorimtionexamples for
some classesof nonlinearplantsareexplicitlyworked out-Afterstatingconditionson _ (notneces-
sarilytime-invariant)plantsforparametfizingthesetof allnonlinearstabilizingcompensatorsin non-
linearunity-feedbacksystems[he pammen'izationof allgabmT_g nonlinearcompensatorsis obtained.
Stabilityand robusmess ofnonlinearunity-feedbacksystemand conditionsforsimultaneousstabilization
arestudiedusingfactorizadontoois.
RESEARCH PROPOSAL
1989-1990
Research Proposal 1989-1990
We willcontinueThe work instigatedlastyearon making a practicabledesignmethodology fornon-
linearcontrolsystemswithapplicationsto flightcontrol.The followingtopicswillbc pursued:
I.LinenrizationforNon-regular lV13_O Systems
In work done on this grant last year, we studied the approximate linearization of nonlinear systems
which were either slightly nonminimurn phase or failed to have relative degree by a small amount, both
of theseinvestigationswere primarilySISO fortechnicalmasons having to do with the factthatthe
M_O linearizafion results were not yet fully unified (except for the instance of furl state linearization,
which was solved by Hunt, Su and Meyer). Recently we have been made aware of the theory of differen-
tial algebra which is useful in defining the notions of regular MIMO systems and systems which are
decouplable by dynamic state feedback. The MIMO counterpart, then, of systems which have relative
degree is systems which are regular, Our program this year will be to study the approximate linearization
of systems which fail to be regular or if they arc regular are close to not being reguIar (like the V/STOL
aircraft models). Some pre!iminary work in this regard has begun in joint work with DiBenedetto, Grizzle
and Hauser.
2.Regulator Theory forNonlinear Systems
In recent work by Bymes and Isidori there have bee_ rmw necessary and sufficient conditions for lhe
existence of nonlinear regulators. There art two drawbacks to these results, even though they apply to
non-minimum phase systems(re.deedthisistheirchiefvirtue):theyam toocloselybased on theSacobian
line:trizedsystem and theyaresomewhat non-c0ma'active,inthesense thatabecompensatorisdescribed
in terms of r.he existence of solutions to certain first order partial differential equations.
¢"
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We will remedy both of these deficiencies: the former by incorpora_g into this theory recent work
by Krener and other researchers on higher order (higher than I, that is) observers and the latter by a sys-
Tematic approximation technique for solution of the pa.nial differemial equation deriving from the fact
that the regulator PDE is a center-manifold type of PDE for which a systematic approximation theory
exists.
3. Command generation for Control Systems
Most control systems begin with a description of trajectories that need to be tracked or models of
signals which need to be followed. The generation of these trajectories which respects actuator constraints
as well as intrinsic dynamical constraints on the system is far from evident. While we have made very lit-
tle progress on this topic last year we will continue to persevere in this line of investigation with inspira-
tion f_m models derived from NASA.
4. From Numerical Models to Symbolic Computation
A key area of investigation is the abilky to make analyzicalIy tractable models for design starting
from numerical and wind nannel data ... fltis is especially important when the analytical model is differen-
tiated repeatedly to get the controller. During this year we hope to be_d.n a program of research into sys-
tematic model identification in collaboration with Dr. (3, Meyer of NASA Ames and Mr. Jim Smolka of
NASA, Edwards.
Tools for Nonlinear Control Systems
Design: Continuation Proposal
S. S. Sastry, C. A. Desoer
November 26. 1990
1 Introduction
In this year we have continued the program of developing theoretical and
CAD tools for the rapid prototyping of nonlinear control systems. Highlights
of the program this year were :
4 We sponsored a workshop on Nonlinear Controlalong with NSF and the
UC Nonlinear Sciences Institute. This workshop was held in April 1990
at UC Santa Barbara and was billed as the second UC-NASA workshop
in Nonlinear Control. Even though the workshop was only eight months
after the workshop at Berkeley it was a big success, attended by almost
80 researchers, a tribute to the vitality of the field. We propose that
a tradition be made of UC-NASA workshops held either every year or
every other yea r with the location shifting between Berkeley and Santa
Barbara.
, Two Berkeley students spent the summer with Dr. George Meyer work-
ing with him on encoding the details of his flight control methodology
with the eventual goal of making it the heart of a nonlinear controller
design package for UNLX workstations under an X windows environ-
ment.
The rest of this renewal proposal is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
give a brief progress report for the year $9 - 90 and in Section 3 we present
the renewal proposal for 90 -91.
2 Progress Report 89-90
Du_,-Jng the past year three graduate students of S. S. Sastry were supported
by this grant: Raja Kadiyala, A. K. Pradeep and Andrew Teel. Andrew
Teel and Raja Kadiyala finished their M. S. project reports combining CAD
tools for nonlinear control with indirect adaptive control of nonlinear sys-
tems. The topics can fit into two categories:
2.1 Robust and Adaptive Nonlinear Control
The first topic of research was to use adaptive and sliding mode control
to robustih" linearization by state feedback as a methodology for nonlinear
control. Since linearization is based on exact cancellation it is prone to
lack of robustness when the cancellation is not exact. In our past work
we had produced new results in nonlinear adaptive control to make the
cancellation of the nonlinear terms asymptotically exact. The present work
is an extension of this work using techniques of indirect adaptive control,
namely e.xplicit identification followed by nonlinear control. We have also
e.xplored the use of sliding mode control as a methodology to reject model
uncertainties of certain classes. The papers based on this research are the
following:
1. Indirect Techniques for Adaptive Input Output Linearlza-
tion of Nonlinear Systems. by Teel, Kadiyala, Kokotovic and Sas-
try, to appear in Intl. J. of Control, Dec 1990.
Abstract
A technique of indirect adaptive control bued on certainty equiva-
fence for input output linear/zation of nonlinear systems is proven con-
vergent. It does not suffer from the overparameterization drawbacks
of the direct adaptive control techniques on the same plant. This pa-
per also contains a semi-indirect adaptive controller which has several
attractive features of both the direct and indirect schemes.
. Generalized matching Conditions for Sliding Mode Control of
Perturbed Nonlinear Systems. by Pradeep, presented at the UC-
NASA workshop at SB, April 90.
Abstract
There has been a great wealth oftheoreticalmachinery,builtup for
controlling and ana]yzing nonlinea_ systems culminating in a rather
complete charLcterizationoflinemrizationby _t_tefeedback. Feedback
linearization,however, has been somewhat slow to catch on in "real
world_ applicationsmostly due to the factthat there does not exista
good CAD tool which handles feedback lineariz_tionof nonlinearsys_
terns.In turn,the nonlinearCAD tooldevelopment has been hampered
in the past sincethe calculationsnecessaryto formulate the feedback
law are symbolic in nature,but with the advent of new symbolic pro-
cessingpackages and the unleashingofnew compute horsepower ithas
become feasibleto carry out the necessarycomputations.
We willpresentthe constructofa nonlinearcontrolCAD toolwhich
isinitspreliminarystagesand discussissuessuch as model extraction
and splinefittingto create the descriptionalequations of a system.
We willalsopropose pc_ible architecturesforrealtime controllerson
which the generated controllermy be implemented.
In yet another approach we have been exploring the use of the new results
of Byrnes and Isidorion nonlinear regulationfor systems which may not'be
minimum phase or even have well defined relativedegree. A good practical
system which has stimulated the theory in thisdirectionhas been the ball
and beam system which isa model offuelsloshin aircraftwings. The papers
written in this area are:
• 3
]. Applications of Nonlinear Output Regulation, Tee] and Sastry,
UC-NASA workshop _t SB, April 90.
Abstract
Recently,resultshavebeenestablishedby Bymes tad Isidori[I]for
outputregulationofnonlinearsystems.Inthisframework,derivingthe
• ppropri•te control law involves solving • partial differentia] equation
to find an invariant, error zeroing mtaifold. We have applied these
results to the problem of tracking a reference trajectory for the ball sad
beam example. The output regul•tion theory is especially useful for
this exasnple because the ball and beam does not exhibit • well-defined
relative degree. We have examined the effects of making polynomial
approximations (of various orders) for the invaziant manifold in this
example which makes solving the P.D.E. mote tr•ct•ble.
The output regulation theory for nonlinear systems relies on exact
knowledge of the exosystem which models the class of disturbance and
reference signals. We have examined the tracking results when there is
uncertainty in the model of the exosystem but its stability properties
are retained. We plan to look at adaptively _ccounting for these un-
certainties in this context. Further, we plan to look at tracking results
when the exosystem vaaies slowly with time.
2. Robust and Adaptive Nonlinear Output Regulation, Teel, sub-
mitted to European Control Conference, Oct. 90
Abstract
The object of this paper is to prove the stability of an •daptive
control scheme designed to asymptotically achieve output regulation
fora classofnonlinearsystems.Centermanifoldtheoryistheframe
on which most of the taaJysisrests.The taskisrestrictedto the
tracking of signals that are generated by Poir_on stab]e exosystems.
No growth restrictions are m_uie on the vector tlelds of the nonlinear
system. This is attractive because the analysis can be extended to
certainty equivalence of exact input-ouput Hnearizing control schemes
for tracking of Poir_on stable trajectories.
Keywords. Nonlinear Output Regulation, Adaptive Control, Cen-
ter Manifold,Slowly-varying.
!°-
3. Toward Larger Domains of Attraction for Local Nonlinear
Control Schemes, Teel, submitted to European Control Conference,
Oct. 90
Abstract
This paper is m_i_ted by-the fact that the success of approaches
to controlling nonlinear systems that cannot be exactly linearised is
Very sensitive to initial conditions. The focus of this paper will be
extending the re_,dons of attraction for recent control schemes when
applied to SISO nonlinear systems that do not have a well-defined
relative degree.
__ .o
The basic conclusions that we have obtained so farshow that the theory still
has a fairdistance to go before it is a practicaldesign method, since the
technique isvery sensitiveto initialconditions.As a consequence adaptation
does not significantlyenhance the domain of attraction.
2.2 CAD tools for nonlinear systems
We have proceeded steadilyforward towards developing CAD toolsfor non-
linearcontrol systems design. Two papers report the code written to date.
For the most part the code iswritten using Mathematica as the basic com-
putationa.tengine. We are hoping to interfacethiscode to a more standard
simulation environment such as Matrix-X in future.
I. CAD for Nonlinear Control Systems, Teel,ERL Memo UCB/ERL
M 89/135, December 1989.
Abstract
A computer software psck_e has been developed to assist in the
control design for • certain subcl_s of nonlinear systems. Much progress
has been made in the area of nonlinear control recently. The design
procedure that is a resu]t of these advances has been automated in this
software package. Both single-input single-output (SISO) and multi-
input multi-output (MIMO) systems are handled.
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I, CAD and Implementational Tools for Nonlinear Systems, KadJy_la
and Sastry,UC-NASA workshop, SB, April 90.
There has been a great wealth of O_oretical machinery built up for coatrolling and analyzing non.
linear systems culminating in • r_her comple_ _on of lineafiz_on by state feedback. Feed-
back llne.arizadoa, however, has been somewhat slow to ca_ on in "real world" spplications mostly due to
the fact that there does not exist • good Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool which handles feedback
linezrizafion of nonlinear systems. In tin'n, the nonlinear CAD tool development has been hampered in the
past since the calculations necessary to formulate the feedback law are symbolic in mmre, but with the
•dvem of new symbol/c processing packages and the unleashing of new compute horsepower it has
become fea_'ble to carry out the necessary computado_.
A package, which is specific to flight control, has been developed in conjunction with NASA Ames
Research Cemer. Although this package is not symbolic in nature, it does c4my dtmugh the necessary cal-
culaticcs numerically, which then nmdets an aircraft inpat-output linear. The controller created can than
be readily implemented on the current generation of flight control computers.
We ate currently constructing • nonlinear control CAD tool package which _ implement the
necessary operations for feedback lineafiz_on on a general class of systems and also handle the model
exwacdon and spline fitting that is necessary W develop the descripfionaI equations of a system. The u'adi-
tiona] nonlinear tools available in present packages will be incorpommd as well We win also look into
possiblearchitecturesforrealtimecontrollerson whichthegene:-a_controllermay be implemented.
[1] George Meyer Application of Brunows_ Fronts in Multi-Mode Flight Control, 1990 American Control
Conference,SheratonHarborIslandHotelSanDiego,California.May 23-2.5,1990
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3 Proposal for 1990-91
We will continue the program of adaptive linearization: a new paper on
direct adaptive Linearization of MLMO nonlinear systems is under preparation
(jointly with DiBenedetto). This work supported by this grant will give a
comprehensive solution to the nonlinear MIMO model reference adaptive
control problem. This work will bring to a finish the program of adaptive
linearization begun three years ago. This work _ be presented at the
European Control Conference, 1991.
Further we will continue the program of developing the new nonlinear
regulator theory (which is not based on cancellation of nonLinear terms) and
study how to enhance it's domains of attraction and robustness. We feel
that the area of nonlinear regulation is the best methodology available for
controlling nonlinear systems which are either not linearizable or are non-
minimum phase. In addition to making the theory more practical we will
also study techniques for approximately solving the center manifold style
partial differential equations.
In keeping with the long range goal of developing CAD tools for nonlin-
ear control systems design we will continue to write code in an integrated
framework both for nonlinear adaptive control, flight control and nonlinear
regulators.
The key problem that we will address in this year however will be the
following nonlinear flight control problem which combines aspects of approx-
imate linearization for slightly nonminimum phase nonlinear systems and
trajectory planning for nonlinear systems: Consider the following model for
a rigid body model of an aircraft,
mF-- rn9
0
01 + RI(
Ul
¢u3 + R2[÷I_
/gu4
xRl
x J_+ u3
_4
cD(1 + clc_ 2)
)
c/,(l + c2a)
In the equation above r stands for the position of the CM of the aircraft in
inertial coordinates, R1 E SO(3) stands for the orientation of the aircraft
?
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body frame relative to the inertial frame and R2 E S0(3) is the orientation
of the aircraft wind frame relative to the aircraft body frame. The angle of
attack angle a and the side slip angle _ describe the orientation R2 as
R2 = eS(*)°)¢ $(_)_
with S(_) is the skew symmetric matrix associated with the cross product
operation with the unit vector in the z direction, i.e. (1,0,0)x. Similarly
for S(_). The coefficients cv, cs, cr. stand for the drag, side force and lift
force coefficients. The coefficients _,/_ model the parasitic coupling between
moment generation and force generation. The input u, is the thrust input
and the inputs u2, u3, u4 stand for the moment inputs to the aircraft. Thus
the system has four inputs. The system can thus be used to independently
control four outputs. A sample choice is the three position variables r and
the rollangle 0. Of course 0 isone of the variablesin RI as
R, = es(t)%-s(_)° es(*)_
With these four outputs the system is weakly nonminimum phase, because
of the cross coupling e,/_.Itisimportant to preciselyformulate the different
choices of outputs which can be decoupled approximately by state feedback.
Such a program was laidout by Meyer in his paper at the American Control
Conference, 1990. We willcarry out the detailsof his program and describe
the differentmodes which the aircraftcan flyin.
In the second halfof the program for thisyear we willstudy the problem
of trajectorygeneration foraircrafton maneuvers involvinga combination of
differentregimes of control and strategiesfor switching between them. We
willdiscussthe implicationsof having a hybrid or event driven controlsystem
which has continuous system dynamics and discreteor logic dynamics. In
this part of the program we will continue our close collaboration with Dr.
Meyer.
, $
Tools for Nonlinear Control Systems
Design: Continuation Proposal
S. S. Sast_, C. A. Desoer
October 24, 1991
1 Introduction
In the year 1990-91, we worked on four areas of nonlinear control:
1. Adaptive Control of MIMO Nonlinear Systems
2. Robust and Adaptive Regulators for Nonlinear Systems
3. Control of Nonlinear Systems in the Presence of Saturation
4. CAD tools for Approximate linearization
2 Progress Report 90-91
During this year three graduate students of S. S. Sastry were supported on
this grant: Raja Kadiyala. A. K. Pradeep and Andrew Teel. They all expect
to finish their Ph. D. dissertations between January and June 1992. In
addition we partially supported Prof. M. Di Benedetto during her visits
here.
2.1 Robust and Adaptive Control of MIMO nonlin-
ear systems
We developed starting from our earlier work on adaptive control of SIS0
nonlinear systems a theory of model reference adaptive control for MIMO
nonlinear control systems. We also continued with our work on adaptive
control of SISO nonlinear systems with a paper describing its application to
the Control of induction motors:
Indirect Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Induction Motors by
Kadiyala. submitted to the IFAC Conference NOLCOS, June 1992 in Bor-
deaux. France.
An indirect adaptive control law based on certainty equivalence is de-
signed for a model of the induction motor with the assumption that the
magnetic subsystem is linear. This nonlinear control law renders the in-
duction motor system input-output linear and also achieves input-output
decoupling. In addition, we find for thespecific case of the induction motor
we are able to prove parameter convergence and asymptotic tracking of a
reference trajectory using the indirect adaptive controller. This result differs
from-the generic case where we can only show asymptotic tracking. The in-
direct adaptive control methodology also does not suffer from the drawback
of overparameterization as in the direct adaptive control technique. Simu-
lations are also given comparing nonadaptive, direct adaptive, and indirect
adaptive nonlinear controllers.
The work on adaptive control of MIMO nonlinear systems was as follows:
Adaptive Linearization and Model Reference adaptive Control
for a Class of l_onlinear Systems. by Di Benedetto and Sastry, in pro-
ceedings of the European Control Conference. Grenoble, !991 and to appear
in the Journal of Mathematical Control, Estimation and Control, 1992.
This paper discusses two schemes for the adaptive control of MIMO non-
linear systems with parametric uncertainty in their dynamics. The first
approach is an adaptive version of a dynamic precompensation scheme of
Descusse and Moog for linearizing right invertible MIMO nonlinear systems.
The second approach is Model Reference Adaptive Control. The scheme pre-
sented is an adaptive version of the scheme proposed by Di Benedetto for
asymptotic model matching using static state feedback. We also show that
the non-adaptive model matching control law can be specialized to yield
a tracking control law by choice of a suitable model and give an adaptive
version of this algorithm.
In this paper, the first topic that we cover is adaptive input-output lin-
earization of general MIMO systems. We consider the class of systems that
may be linearized by dynamic compensation. We then give an adaptive ver-
sion of the algorithm of Descusse and Moog for dynamic linearization and
decoupling. In the process: we give a precise characterization of the prior
information needed to build the adaptive controller.
Ne.xt. we begin with the problem of general model reference adaptive
control of nonlinear systems. We take advantage of some recent results on
(non-adaptive) asymptotic model matching with stability for general MIMO
nonlinear systems, to begin this program. These results are also interesting
in that they allow for specialization to the problem of tracking for general
MIMO systems by static state feedback. Our results on nona_laptive tracking
using static feedback for general MIMO nonlinear systems is a by-product of
the results of Di Benedetto but have not appeared in the literature, to our
knowledge. Using these non-adaptive algorithms as basis we give an adaptive
version of the algorithms. The prior information needed to implement the
scheme and is also discussed.
2.2 Robust and Adaptive Regulators
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the use of nonlin-
ear regulators for tracking signals being generated by exo-systems by plants
which are not necessarily minimum phase or input-output linearizable. How-
ever. the solutions given by Byrnes and isidori suffer from the drawback that
they are extremeS" difficult to compute a_d that they have small domains
of attractions. We have worked on ameliorating these difficulties and also in
making the regulator adaptive:
Robust and Adaptive Nonlinear Output Regulation: by Teel,Pro-
ceedings of the European Control Conference, Grenoble. 1991.
Recently, Byrnes and Isidorihave establishedresultsfor output regula-
tionofnonlinear systems. In thisframework, derivingthe appropriate control
law involves solving a partialdifferentialequation (PDE) to find an invari-
ant: In thisframework, derixdng the appropriate controllaw involvessolving
a paxtia] differential equation (PDE) to find an invaa'iant, error zeroing man-
ifo]d. In general, to achieve regulation, no uncertainty is permitted in the
state equations of the plant or exo-system (which generates trajectories and
disturbances.)
W'e have examined the output regulation problem in the case of paramet-
ric uncertainty in the plant and exo-system. We have shown that, when the
states of the plant and exo-system axe available for feedback, a slowly-vaxying
adaptive scheme can be used to a_hieve regulation asymptotically. The basic
structure of the adaptive scheme employs a standard _observer-based _ iden-
tifier of our past work on indirect a_laptive control and relies on the nonlinear
slowly-varying result of Hoppensteadt.
Toward Larger Domains of Attraction for Local Nonlinear Con-
trol $chemes_ by TeeL Proceedings of the European Control Conference,
Grenoble. 1991.
This work ismotivated by the observation that the success of some re-
cent nonlinear controlapproaches isvery sensitiveto initialconditions.We
especiallyfocus on the recent resultsof Byrnes and Isidorifor (local)out-
put regulation of nonlinear systems. In thisframework, achieving regulation
involves solvinga partialdifferentialequation (PDE) to find an invariant,er-
ror zeroing manifold and then making thismanifold attractive.Then, ifthe
initialconditions of the system are very closeto thismanifold, the statetra-
jeclory decays to the manifold and regulation isachieved. However, itmay
not be realisticto expect the initialstateto startvery closeto the manifold.
\Ve have chosen to overcome thisproblem by augmenting the manifold in
such a way that the initialconditions axe necessarilycloseto the new mani-
fold and the new manifold asymptotically becomes the originalerrorzeroing
manifold. We axe able to augment the manifold by adding additional(decay-
ing) statesto the exo-system (which generatestrajectoriesand disturbances.)
In essence,we are changing the prescribed trajectorysuch that itiscloseto
the initialstates and asymptotically becomes the originaltrajectory. The
resultsaxe stillocal.However, for some systems, thisapproach can greatly
increase the range of initialconditions that can be handle with the nonlineax
regulator.
2.3 Control of Systems with Actuator Saturation
In a set of two papers, Teel has developed a great deal of the machinery
required to stabilize certain classes of nonlinear and linear systems with
actuator limits. These papers have excited a great deal of interest in the
community and have already been generalized.
Global Stabilization and Restricted Tracking for Multiple Inte-
grators with Bounded Controls, by" Teel, submitted to NOLCOS, Bor-
deaux, F_'ance, 1992, accepted in Systems and Control Letters.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for globally stabilizing linear systems
with bounded controls are known. In essence, the system must be stabilizable
and not have any eigenvalues in the open right half plane. Constructing such
a control law. however, is not straightforward. In the work of Sussmann and
Sonntag. a complicated recursive procedure was outlined for producing such
a control which requires one to solve for a certain submanifold of the state
space. Further, it was shown there that no saturation of a linear feedback
can globally stabilize a simple chain of integrators of dimension 3 or more.
In our work. we have developed a nonlinear combination of saturation
functions of linear feedbacks that globally stabilizes a chain of integrators
of arbitrary order. The appealing feature of the proposed control is that it
is easy to construct. Further, it is linear near the origin and can also be
used to achieve trajectory tracking for a class of trajectories restricted by
the absolute bound on the input.
Using Saturation to Stabilize a Class of Single-input partially
linear Composite Systems, by Teel, submitted to NOLCOS, Bordeaux,
France, 1992.
We are interested in globally (semi-globally) stabilizing single-input non-
linear systems that cannot be globally full-state linearized. We focus on
partially linear composite systems where the dynamics of the nonlinear sub-
system are not zero-input asymptoticaI]y stable. We specify a class of such
systems where a linear plus (small) bounded control can be used to stabi-
lize the composite system. A subset of systems in this class can be globally
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(semi-globally) stabilized using only a bounded control.
We propose algorithms that use our recent result for stabilizing a (linear)
chain of integrators with bounded controls. In the nonfinear setting, the suc-
cess of our algorithms depend only on the general properties of the nonlinear
terms and not on their explicit form. Consequently the stability property is
robust to unmodeled nonlinear terms that satisfy the general properties as
well as unknown (possibly time-varying) bounded parameters.
2.4 CAD Tools for Nonlinear Systems
In work supported by this grant Raja Kadiyala has been developing a tool
kit for approximate linearization called AP-LIN. This is based upon his ex-
perience in working with Dr. Meyer at NASA Ames in the summer of 1989
and is an attempt towards developing a real-time nonlinear control systems
design toolkit: the software has been partially written and tested on some
classroom style examples. More will be done in the Ph.D. dissertation work
of Kadiyala. The following paper summarizes his work to date:
AP-LIN: A Tool Box for Approximate Linearization of Nonlin-
ear Systems. by Kadiyala,submittedtothe IEEE Conferenceon Computer
.AidedControl Systems Design.
A toolboxfornonlinearcontrolsystem designispresented.This package
containsmodules toapproximatesystemstopolynomialssystemsofarbitrary
order and then render them ihput-outputlinearor input-statelinear_ith
arbitraryordererrorterms.We alsodiscusspossibilitiesforreal-timecontrol.
2.5 Structure of the zero dynamics of nonlinear con-
trol systems
In addition we continued with our other work on structure of MIMO zero
dynamics and how they change under perturbations. A paper based on this
co-authored with Isidori, Kokotovic and Byrnes is to appear in the IEEE
Transactions on Automatic Control in 1991.
Singularly perturbed zero dynamics of nonlinear systems by
Isidori.Sastry. Kokotovic and Byrnes, to appear in the IEEE Transactions
on Automatic Control, 1991.
Stabilitypropertiesof zero dynamics are among the crucialinput-output
propertiesof both linearand nonlinear systems. Unstable, or "non-minimum
phase", zero dynamics are a major obst_le to input-output linearization
and high gain designs. An analysis of the effectsof regular perturbations
in system equations on zero dynamics shows that, whenever a perturba-
tion decreases the system's relativedegree, it manifests itselfas a singular
perturbation of zero dynamics. Conditions are given under which the zero
dynamics evolve in two timescales characteristicof a standard singularper-
turbation form that allows a separate analysisof slow and fastparts of the
zero dynamics. The slow part isshown to be identicalto the zero dynamics
of the unperturbed system, while the fastpart, represented by the so called
boundary layer system, describesthe effectsof perturbations.
g
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3 Proposal for 1991-92
3.1 Approximate Linearization and Inversion for MIMO
nonlinear systems
In past work on this grant: we have studied approximate linearization for sys-
tems without relative degree (for example, the ball and beam system) and
for systems which are slightly non-minimum phase (the V/STOL Harrier ex-
ample). In the first example, the system did not have relative degree and
had ot be approx_imated by a system which was regular, that is, it had rela-
tive degree. In the second example, certain terms in the decoupling matrix
representing the parasitic generation of small forces by moment generating
control surf_es needed to be neglected in order to:
• improve the numerical conditioning of the inverse of the decoupling
matrix.
• avoid car_cellation of far off n-ght half plane zeros.
In this work we will attempt to generalize this problem to the study of
approximate inverses of nonlinear systems. The general observation appears
to be that if there are small terms in the decoupling matrix, not only do they
contribute to large numbers in the inverse, but they are also symptomatic
of the appearance of far off zeros which would be cancelled by input-output
linearization schemes unless they were neglected in the algorithm. Which
terms need to be neglected is rather obvious in the instance of flight control,
but is less so in other applications. With Di Benedetto and Grizzle we have
begun to give methods for inversion of MIMO nonlinear systems which are
both numerically robust and also do not cancel far-off zeros. So far, we have
succeeded in obtaining robust versions of the Descusse Moog algorithm for
input-output decoupling by dynamic extension. We have not yet obtained
robust versions of the Singh algorithm or the Di Benedetto, Grizzle, Moog
algorithm.
3.2 CAD Tools for Approximate Linearization
The basic package AP-LIN _ritten this year needs a user interfa£e, also it
needs to be tired out on a number of design examples and extended from
SISO to MIMO systems. The Ph.D. dissertation of Kadiyala will contain
the user's manual and is expected between January and June 1992.
3.3 Control of Systems with Saturation
The Ph. D. dissertation of Teel will deal with the design of nonlinear control
laws in the presence of actuator saturation. The linear situation has been
addressed already and extended somewhat to the nonlinear context, but the
algorithms could be improved further. Connections with sliding mode control
laws will also be made.
3.4 Flight Control and Trajectory Generation
Though the questions of trajectory generation and switches in the operating
regimes of an aircraft under the assumption of simplified models :[or the
dynamics was proposed last year, we have not as yet made substantial project
in this regard. We ha_'e however been studying the work of Singh using
models of a slightly different nature. As soon as we have a firm handle
in this regard, we hope to begin with a more detailed investigation of mode
switching in flight control laws. Such an effort would complement one already
under w_, at Ames under Dr. Meyer in collaboration with Drs. Hunt and
Su.
3.5 NASA Ames -- UC Berkeley Nonlinear Control
Workshop
In October 1992. we will host at Berkeley the second NASA - Berkeley
workshop in nonlinear control bringing together researchers from the US and
overseas to participate in a workshop on new advances in nonlinear control,
with emphasis on how these advances may impact control of aircraft and
spacecraft. We will have active participation from European researchers who
are involved in the European Space Agency (ESA) programs. The workshop
will be about 3 days long and we will (as in 1989) provide some travel support
to students to attend the workshop.
Tools for Nonlinear Control Systems
Design: Progress Report for 1991-92.and
Proposal for 1992-93
S. S. Sastry
October 19, 1992
1 Introduction
In the year 1991-92, we worked on the following areas of nonlinear control:
1. Adaptive Control of MIMO Nonlinear Systems: Applications
2. Stabilization of Nonlinear Systems in the Presence of Satura-
tion in the Actuators
3. CAD tools for Approximate linearization
2 Progress Report 91-92
During thisyear four graduate students of S. S. Sastry were supported on
thisgrant: Raja Kadiyala, A. K. Pradeep and Andrew Tee] and Datta God-
bole. Pradeep finishedhis Ph.D. in March 1992, Kadiyala finishedhis Ph.
D. in April 1992 and Ted in May 1992. They are currently respectivelyat
GE Corporate Research Center, Schenectady, Teknekron Control and Au-
tomation (a small start up in the area of control in Emeryville, CA) and at
the Ecole des Mines (though Teel willtake up a positionat the University of
Minnesota in January 1993).
2.1 Abstracts of Ph. D. dissertations completed in
1991-92
In this section, we have collected (verbatim) the abstracts of the three ph.
D. students, who finished this year and were supported on the grant, from
1989-1992.
2.1.1 Feedback Stabilization: Nonlinear Solutions to Inherently
Nonlinear Problems m A. R. Teel
Control strategies are developed for nonlinear systems that fail to satisfy
differentia] geometric conditions for input-to-state lineafizability under state
feedback and change of coordinates.
The central part of this work is motivated primarily by a popular "baLl and
beam" laboratory experiment. For this example, the differential geometric
conditions for input-to-state lineafizability are not satisfied. Strategies have
been developed previously to overcome this limitation in a neighborhood of
an equilibrium manifold in order to achieve (approximate) tracking and local
stabilization. However, the domains of attraction for these methods are very
small.
Control strategies are presented for a general class of nonlinear systems,
of which the "ball and beam _ is an example, which result in arbitrarily large
domains of attraction for both the small signal tracking problem and the
stabilization problem. The main component of the approach is the use of
saturation functions to limit the destabilizing effects that cannot be removed
by geometric linearization techniques. One of the new elements of this work
is the nesting of saturation functions to systematically isolate and diminish
these destabilizing effects.
One can think of a linear chain of integrator systems that are _bject to
%ctuator constraints" as nonlinear systems that cannot be made to appear
linear globally. The methodology of nested saturation functions provides
new, simple globally stabilizing control laws for such systems.
In addition to developing methodologies for systems llke the %all and
beam _ and linear systems subject to "actuator constraints _, asymptotica_y
stabilizing control strategies are devdoped for a class of nonholonomic con-
trol systems. These systems generically do not satisfy geometric conditions
for input-to-state linearization. New, smooth time-varying and locally stabS-
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lizing control laws are developed based on previous work in the literature on
steering nonholonomic systems with sinusoids. Globally stabilizing strategies
are then achieved by again introducing saturation functions.
Finally, results are presented that improve regions of feasibility for a
recently developed nonlinear adaptive control scheme.
These different settings are used to argue for the desirability of tackling in-
herently nonlinear control problems with new, inherently nonlinear solutions.
The case is made for continued research to develop powerful, specialized tools
to add to the nonlinear control toolbox.
2.1.2 CAD Tools for Nonlinear Control -- R. Kadiyala
In this dissertation I present a toolbox for nonlinear control system design.
This toolbox (AP.LIN) contains modules to approximate systems by polyno-
mials systems of arbitrary order and then render them input-output linear or
input-state linear with error terms of arbitrarily high order. The approxima-
tion of the full nonlinear system to a polynomial nonlinear system allows us to
compute the control law numerically as opposed to symbolically. Hence the
computations can be made extremely fast. Furthermore, since the AP.LIN
package is a stand alone package written in C, we have the ability to repeat
the computations in real-time along the trajectory of the controlled system.
The task of approximating a system and updating the control law accord-
ingly is very similar to adaptive control and we present a technique of indirect
adaptive control based on certainty equivalence for input output linearization
of nonlinear systems. This adaptive control scheme does not suffer from the
overparameterization drawbacks of the direct adaptive control techniques on
the same plant.
We give an example of the indirect control scheme by designing a con-
troller for a model of the induction motor with the assumption that the
magnetic subsystem is linear. We find that the adaptive nonlinear control
law asymptotically renders the induction motor system input-output linear
and also achieves input-output decoupling. In addition, we find that for the
specific case of the induction motor we are able to prove parameter conver-
gence and asymptotic tracking of an open set of reference trajectories using
the indirect adaptive controller. This differs from the general indirect con-
troller structure, where we cannot guarantee parameter convergence.
We also present a visualization tool which allows one to view the stability
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regions of nonlinear ordinary differential equations in three dimensions. We
find that these computations may be carried out in parallel and present
an algorithm for multiple networked workstations. We also discuss various
viewing alternatives for the visu_izstion of these dynamics.
An outline of the dissertation is as follows. We start with a review of
the nonlinear control techniques implemented in the package and continue
with a development of the indirect adaptive control scheme followed by the
induction motor example. The AP_LIN package is then presented along with
T r"S_ s__ lew, a tool for the visualization of stability domains for dynamical
systems.
2.1.3 Sliding Mode Control of Perturbed Nonlinear Systems m
A. K. Pradeep
In this dissertation, we present techniques and conditions for the robust
control of perturbed nonlinear systems.
First, we develop matching conditions i.e., conditions to be satisfied by
perturbations such that the control objective, namely asymptotic regulation,
is achieved by the perturbed system, utilizing control laws for the unper-
turbed system. In the first three chapters of this dissertation we present
statements and proofs of matching conditions for:
1. Perturbed SISO systems.
2. Perturbed, MIMO systems that possess vector relative degree.
3. Perturbed MIMO systems that are invertible but do not possess vector
relative degrees.
We consider control laws for such systems developed in the framework of the
zero dynamics algorithm and the dynamic extension method.
In chapter 4, we review in our notation some basic results on existence and
uniqueness of systems with discontinuous right hand sides. Finally in chapter
5 we develop techniques that utilize sliding mode control theory to identify
unknown parameters for a class of nonlinear systems. W e then develop ro-
bust control laws using a Lyapunov control method that ensure stabilization
in the presence of mismatched perturbations for a class of nonlinear systems.
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We utilize sliding mode control theory for the purpose of synchronous regu-
lation utilizing multiple sliding surfaces, and conclude this dissertation with
a conjecture on fractional control.
3 List of Manuscripts Submitted or Pub-
lished
I. R. R. Kadiyala,CAD ToolsforNonlinearControl,Proceedingsof the
IEEE Conferenceon Computer Aided Design,Napa, April1992.
2. R. R. Kadiyala, Sys_View: A Visualization Tool for viewing the regions
of validity and attraction of nonlinear systems, ERL Memo NO. M
92/21, March 1992.
. A. Ted, Global Stabilization and Restricted Tracking for Multiple In-
tegrators with Bounded Controls, to appear in Systems and Control
Letters, also ERL Memo M 91/58, revised October 1991.
. A. Teel, Error Based Adaptive Nonlinear control and regions of feasi-
bility, submitted to Systems and Control Letters, also ERL Memo M
91/96.
. A. Teel: Using Saturation to Stabilize a class of partially linear compos-
ite systems, Proceedings of the IFAC conference on Nonlinear Control
Systems Design (NOLCOS), pp. 224-229.
° G. Burgio, M. Di Benedetto and S. Sastry, Adaptive Linearization by
dynamic state feedback: a case study, Proceedings of the IFAC confer-
ence on Nonlinear Control Systems Design (NOLCOS), pp. 594-600.
° R. Kadiyala, Indirect Adaptive Control of Induction Motors, Proceed-
ings of the IFAC conference on Nonlinear Control Systems Design
(NOLCOS), pp. 144-150.
8. A. Teel,Semi-globalstabilizationfminimum phase nonlinearsystems
in special normal forms, to appear in International Journal of Control,
also ERL Memo M 91/101, revised February 1992.
9. A. Tee], R. Murray and G. Walsh, Nonholonomic Control Systems:
from Steering to stabilization with sinusoids, ERL Memo No. M 92/28,
March 1992.
10. A. Ted, Beyond Linear Feedback for the nonlinear regulator, ERL
Memo M 92/29, March 1992.
11. R. Kadiyala, AP..LIN: a tool box for approximate linearization of non-
linearsystems, to appear in the IEEE Control Systems Magazine, Llso
ERL Memo M 92/22, March 1992.
1o. M. Di Benedetto and S.Sastry,_Adaptive Control for MIMO Nonlinear
Systems. to appear in Journal of Mathematical Systems and Estima-
tion, 1992.
13. A. R. Teel.R. M. Murray and G. Walsh, "Nonholonornic Control Sys-
tems: from Steering to Stabilizationwith Sinusoids_, ERL Memo M
92/25, March 1992 and submitted to the IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control, 1992.
4 Brief Outline of Research Findings
In thisfunding period we have begun a largeactivityin developing software
for nonlinear control systems design. The software is being evaluated and
tested on numerous practical control systems design problems. We have
also continued our activityin adaptive control of nonlinear systems, both
-adaptive regulation and adaptive tracking and alsoslidingmode control of
nonlinear systems. We alsobegan a projecton the use of saturationfunctions
for stabilizingsystems which eitherhad finiteescape time or for which the
presence of actuator constraintsactually made the lineafizingcontrol laws
difficulto implement.
1. CAD and Implementational Tools for Nonlinear Systems
The toolbox (AP..LIN) contains modules to approximate systems by
polynomial systems of arbitraryorder and then to render them input-
output or input-statelinearwith errorterms of arbitrarilyhigh order.
The approximation of the fullnonlinearsystem by a polynomial nonlin-
ear system allowsus to compute the controllaw numerically as opposed
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to symbolically Furthermore, since the package is a stand alone pack-
age written in C, we have the ability to repeat computations in real
time along the trajectory of the controlled system. The task of ap-
proximating a system and updating the control law accordingly is very
similar to adaptive control.
Finally, we have a visualization tool called $YS.VIEW which allows
one to view the stability regions of the control laws. The calculations
for this purpose are carried out in parallel on multiple networked work-
stations and the results presented on a Silicon Graphics workstation.
Adaptive Tracking for nonlinear systems
In this research,we (jointwork with M. Di Benedetto from the Uni-
versit_di Roma) studied two schemes forthe adaptive tracking control
of MIMO systems with parametric uncertaintyin theirdynamics. The
firstapproach isan adaptive versionofa staticfeedback law fortracking
control based on some resultson asymptotic model matching recently
proposed by Di Benedetto. This scheme is based on some new tech-
niques for extending the so-calledzero dynamics algorithm of Isidori
and Byrnes to problems of stable model matching followed by their
specializationto tracking.The second scheme isan adaptive version of
a dynamic precompensation law of Descusse and Moog forlinearization
using dynan_c statefeedback.
Sliding Mode Control of MIMO nonlinear systems
The problem of developing predse matching conditions for nonlinear
systems which are not linearizableby staticstate feedback has proved
to be a surprisinglyhard nut to crack. In early work on the grant
we encountered success in developing matching conditions for MIMO
systems linearizableby staticstate feedback. The extension of these
resultsto eitherdynamically decouplable MIMO systems or other more
general systems isnot yet complete.
However, our earlierexperiments with slidingmode control laws have
enabled us to understand solutions to stabiliT_ation problems where it
may be shown that the underlying control system cannot be stabilized
by continuous, state feedback.
. Using Saturation to Stabilize Nonlinear Systems
For a large class of systems with polynomial nonlinearities, there is a
problem of finite escape time and also the problem that the systems
cannot be globally full-state linear_ed. In the dissertation work of
Teel, he used saturation functions to stabilize such systems and also to
stabilize systems which could not be linearized because of actuator con-
straints. These results represent solutions to several classical problems
of stabilizing systems in the presence of a very common nonlinearity:
saturation. Among the surprises, one can show that it is not completely
obvious how to stabilizea linearsystem consistingof a chain of inte-
grators when saturation ispresented. Teel presented a methodology
using nested sequences of saturation functionsfor thispurpose.
5 Proposal for 1992-93
5.1 Development of Rapid Prototyping Controller De-
sign Tools
One of the most important goals of thisgrant is to develop at least at a
conceptual leveluser friendlytools for nonlinear control,which contain on
the one hand recent advances in the theory,but on the other hand alsotake
advantage of recent advances in workstations to provide graphical and sym-
bolic visualizationof simulations. Our software has incorporated graphical
depiction of our control laws on Sun workstations. This, we believe,ises-
sentialto allow for rapid prototyping of new nonlinear and adaptive control
laws. The systematic development of the software in C With a good user
interfaceare current topics of research.What has begun as an off-lineCAD
tool design efforthas, owing to the development of computer hardware, be-
come an attractiveoption for realtime control: consequently the realtime
aspects of the computations are our futurepriorities.
5.2 Intelligent Control of Hybrid Systems
One of the major challenges in the design and prototyping of controller de-
signs is the problem of aggregating continuous time dynamics and control
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with discrete event dynamics, arising from logical operations. This prob-
lem is particularly acute in the context of complex hierarchically organized
control systems where at all but the lowest levels of the hierarchy the con-
trol is on models of a coarser granularity then differential equations. Such
problems arise, for example, in highway automation problems, problems of
command and control and also more generically in flight control (with many
modes of operation) and process control. This represents a new direction of
research on the grant and a transition towards tools for intelligent control
systems combining features of low-level nonlinear control and control of dis-
crete systems. A preliminary position paper explaining our current directions
of investigation are contained in the next section.
5.3 Flight Control and Trajectory Generation
Though the questions of trajectorygeneration and switches in the operating
regimes of an aircraftunder the assumption of simplifiedmodels for the dy-
namics was proposed lastyear,we have not as yet made substantialprogress
in this regard. We have, however, been studying the work of Singh using
models of a slightlydifferentnature. As soon as we have a firm handle in
this regard, we hope to begin with a more detailed investigationof mode
switching in flightcontrol laws. Such an effortwould complement one al-
ready under wax, at Ames under Dr. Meyer in collaborationwith Drs. Hunt
and Su.
5.4 NASA Ames R UC Berkeley Nonlinear Control
Workshop
In Summer 1993_ we will host at Berkeley the third NASA - Berkeley Work-
shop in nonlinear and intelligent control bringing together researchers from
the US and overseas to participate in a workshop on new advances in nonlin-
ear control and intelligent control of hybrid systems, with emphasis on how
these advances may impact control of aircraft and spacecraft. We will have
active participation from European researchers who are involved in the Eu-
ropean Space Agency (ESA) programs and the Center for IntelligentControl
Systems located at Harvard and MIT. The workshop willbe about 3 days
long and we will (as in 1989) provide some travelsupport to students to
attend the workshop. We are hoping that the European Space Agency will
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be able to fund the travelof European researchersto attend the meeting as
well.
6 Intelligent Control Systems: a positionpa-
per
We (myself and S. K. Mitter) have been teaching a 3 hour a week seminar
class on intelligent control for the past 7 weeks this term at MIT, to try to
organize our thinking about the research agenda in Intelligent control. Here
are some notes that I have put down about my thoughts thus far.Itisto be
thought of as a preliminary positionpaper. The positionpaper isincomplete
in the sense that itdoes not have a complete discussionof the literatureand
opportunitiesin DiscreteEvent Dynamical Systems (DEDS) and issomewhat
superficialin itsreview of the literatureon grammars, automata (especially
Bfichi automata) and on verificationof program correctness,all of which
are essentialfor a comprehensive research program in InteRigent Control
Systems.
In the course, we have been emphasizing a pragmatic view of Intelligent
Control as the structure of complex, hierarchically organized control ssfstems
with several levels of sensorg-motor control loops. This keeps us from going
off at tangents about the precise definition of the term _intelligent control".
Some examples of such systems occur in biological motor control ([1], [2]),
in Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) ([10], [13]), in flight control,
automotive control and in signal processing ([5]), to mention a few examples.
These examples are characterized by the following features:
1. Hybrid Dynamics consisting of continuous time dynamics and logic.
2. Hierarchically organized control, with the low level control being non-
linear control at the level of differential equations and the higher levels
being analogous to the control of Markov chains (namely stochastic
control of a finitestatenon-deterministicprocess).
3. Distributed intelligenceand adaptation at alllevelsof the hierarchy.
Let us consider some of the examples a littlefurther:
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Biological Motor Control
Control of our musculo-skeletalsystem involvescontrolat the muscular
]eve] (perhaps of the PD kind), at the spinal level,the pre-cortical
and the corticallevel. Some sequences of motor actions appear to
be _hard-wired_ into the spinal level,such as walking sequences, yet
others seem to need cerebellarintervention(forexample, motions that
involve balancing or shiftingweight) and stillothers appear to need
fullcorticalintervention(especiallythose which involvesome hand-eye
coordination). Itappears that the dynamical models used to plan one's
movements are progressivelylessquantitativeand more symbolic the
higher one ascends in the hierarchy.Further, itappears that high level
commands issuedat the corticallevelappear to generate progressively
largerand largergroups (schemas) ofcommands (ratherlikea computer
interpreteror compiler) down the hierarchy. Dual to this,there is a
fan in of sensory information from the individualmuscle fibers(with
theirmuscle spindlesand Golgi tendon organs) and the proprioceptors
and tactilesensorsup the same hierarchywith a view to presenting the
relevant kind of signalfor feedback at each levelof the hierarchically
organized control.
Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems
One of the methods that isbeing suggested for easing of congestion
on the highways isthe idea of platooning cars so as to be able to steer
them down highw_,s at a high speed. Such an operation has been char-
acterizedas _making trainsout of cars", but the situationisfar more
subtle: in particular,unlike a centralizedcontrollerfor railroad cars
or a completely decentralizedcontrollerforautonomous mobile robots,
one has the need for decentralizedintelligencein every car making for
allowances in the needs and desiresof the driver. Thus, the control
of such an Intelligent Vehicle Highway System involves control at the
regulation layer (nonlinear steeringcontrolin the lateraland longitu-
dinal directions),platoon layer (controlof a finitestate process whose
statesare the carsineach platoon with the velocityand accelerationof
the platoon leacler),link-iay-erlnvol_dngSegnientSof the freeway where
platoons need to be monitored for optimal sizeand velocityand net-
work layerassigningoptima; traveltime routes to each car entering the
IVHS compatible with maintaining a good through-put of carsthrough
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the system.
• Flight Control, Automotive Control
In the design of control systems for systems as diverse as aircraft and
cars one builds controller subsystems for controlling different parts of
the composite: thus, for example, in a car, one has anti-lock brakes,
fuel injection, suspension control, intdlisent cruise control (with coLLi-
sion monitoring and avoidance), etc. However, these systems do in fact
interact dynamically with each other so that a logic level controller
(involving a finite state process) is superimposed on these low-level
controllers. It is seldom clear as to how to design the logic in a manner
which is not ad-hoc and does not produce deadlocks or other incompat-
ibilities. A similar situation exists for mrcraft where control systems
such as autopilots, engine control systems, flutter suppression, envi-
ronment controllers all need to interact in order to not deadlock or
otherwise confuse the composite system.
The chief features of these systems are hierarchies of models of increasing
granularity with concomitant compression (or faz-in) of sensor data up the
hierarchy and demodulation or decompression (f_a-out) of control commands
down the hierarchy. The hierarchy of models could for instance range from
partial differential equation models to ordinary differential equation models
to finite state machines (also, some times called De Marco diagrams) to
formal languages and grammars. An example of a language for addressing
these issues and also the issues of uncertainty at several scales is contained
in ([6]: [1.9], [7]).
Related to the question of hierarchies of models is the question of signal to
symbol or symbol to signal transduction which seems to be the fundamental
endeavor in the neural networks literature ([11]). Indeed the goals of neural
networks are to train a circuit using signals so as to get them to encode
patterns as symbols, which they _ at later times or use as a basis for
generalization. This also appears to be the point to fnz_ control ([11], [14])
where the mechanism of fuzzy reasoning k used as an interface between
the signal world and the symbol world (which is linguistic in a literal sense).
Another such instantiation of a signal _ symbol transducer is found in the
called H dot equation of Brockett ([8], [9])_w_hi_ch_Urn_ a difl'erential equation
= [H, IH, N]]
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to perform several combinatorial optimization problems and discrete searches.
Questions of model uncertainty, adaptation and learning certainly per-
meate our notions of hierarchy with update of models to be performed at
every level of the hierarchy in decentralized fashion.
I may add in closing that thisview of intelligence is diametrically opposed
to that espoused in say ([3]) where the point of view taken is not hierarchical
but really integrative of a large number of elementary sensory motor loops
acting on an individual level. This point of view has been developed quite
thoroughly by Brooks. We are at the current time unable to make a more
scholarlycomparison of the plusesand minuses of the approaches.
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1 Introduction
One of the major challenges in the design and prototyping of controller de-
signs is the problem of aggregating continuous time dynamics and control
with discrete event dynamics, arising from logical operations. This problem
is particularly acute in the context of complex hierarchically organized con-
tro] systems where, at all but the lowest levels of the hierarchy the control is
on models of a coarser granularity then differential equations. Such problems
arise in flight control (with many modes of operation) and process control.
In this proposal, we discuss the issues in the control of hybrid systems arising
from intelligent flight control. The research proposed here is complimentary
to an ongoing activity at NASA Ames with potential payoff in the design
of integrated flight control systems for high speed civilian transport aircraft
(SSW).
2 Progress Report 1992-93
In the year 1992-93, we worked on three projects on the grant NAG 2-243:
1. Path planning for aircraft
In the area of path-planning for aircraft, we set ourselves the so-called
"landing tower problem". In this problem, we are given a sequence of
.via-points and times by the control tower for the position and orienta-
tion of the aircraft and asked to plan a trajectory through those points.
We attacked this problem using a kinematic model for the motlon-of
the aircraft. More specifically if g E SE(3) models the position and
orientation of the aircraft and the inputs ua,u2, u3 stand for the rates
of rotation about the principal (body) axes of the aircraft and v the ve-
locity of the (CTOL) aircraft, then the kinematic equations of motion
_=g
are given by
o:l 0 -_3 0
-- U,'2 _'3 0 t_
0 0 0 0
(1)
Here g is represented in homogeneous coordinates and the velocity v is
normalized to 1_representing the fact that the velocity of the aircrMt is
roughly constant. We solve the problem of steering the aircraft between
go and gl in _optima] fashion", that is to minimize
foT_._l2dr._u,
We have solved this problem and shown that the optimal inputs are
elliptic functions (so-ca.]led x,_,;eierstrass P-functions) and have devised
computational procedures for steering the system. The problem is un-
dergoing further refinement in terms of reducing the use of the yawing
input and also to treat the velocity of the aircraft a.s input. A notable
drawback of the approach is the use of the kinematic model for the
planning. This is something that we plan to address in this year's re-
search. The work done in this project has not yet been published but is
in preparation. G. Walsh will file his M. A. dissertation in Mathematics
on this topic in January 1994.
Steering and Control of a Nonholonomic system: a Bicycle
The project on building and controlling a bicycle was undertaken on
this grant in an attempt to understand mode switching and nonlinear
control laws for a complex dynamical system whose equations of mo-
tion possess non-holonomic constraints. Mode-switching was between
starting the bicycle, riding in a straight line and turning. A children's
bicycle was instrumented with motors mad a 486-based computer. A
model of the bicycle was derived mad simulated. Control laws for turn-
ing were derived and are to be presented at the Control and Decision
Conference this year. Mech_ical problems with measuring the atti-
tude of the bicycle and academic difficulties faced by the student (N.
Getz) who was working on this project have caused us to rethink the
future of this project. It will in all likelihood be revived with a different
student.
. ARO-NASA workshop on "Formal Models for Intelligent Con-
trol"
Also in this funding period one of our activities was the planning and
organization of a workshop on "Formal Models for Intelligent Control",
co-sponsored by the Army Research Office and held at MIT, between
September 30th and October 2nd, 1993. This workshop featured over
twenty speakers representing different points of view on formal models
for intelligent control. Some areas represented were
(a) Hybrid systems: Antsaklis. Brockett_ Grossman, Ho, Kohn, Nerode
and Ramadge.
(b) Switched systems: Guckenheimer and Morse.
(c) Neural and fuzzy systems: Sontag, Tomizuka and Wang.
(d) Flight control: Hauser, Meyerand Stengel.
(e) Discrete event systems: Caines and Lafortune.
(f) Hierarchical control systems: Mitter, Sastry and Varaiya.
A large number of students also attended the workshop and the head-
count of the total attendance at the workshop was about a hundred
and fifty. The workshop was also attended by industrial participants
from General Electric, Siemens, Lincoln Laboratories and Draper Lab-
oratories. Program managers from the Army Research Office, AFOSR,
NIST and NSF also showed their enthusiasm for the proceedings.
It is planned to invite the speakers to submit some of their published
papers and to compile a volume with three or four long survey papers
written with the aid of the students Branicky, Deshpande, Godbole
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and Lygeros who were at the meeting. Also the IEEE Transactions
on Automatic Control is considering at its Editorial Board Meeting in
December a special issue on _Formal Models for Intelligent Control"
inspired by the workshop.
List of Manuscripts Submitted or Pub-
lished
hi. Di Benedetto and S. Sastry, "Adaptive Control for MIMO Nonlinear
Systems, Journal of Mathematical Systems and Estimation, Vol. 3, No.
1, 1993 pp. 73-105.
A. R. Teel, R. M. hfurray and G. Walsh: "Nonholonomic Control Sys-
tems: from Steering to Stabilization with Sinusoids", ERL Memo M
92/28, March 1992 Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control, Scottsdale, 1992, submitted to the IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control.
N. Getz. ':Control of modified Caplygin nonholonomic systems," Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, San Antonio,
1993.
G. Walsh, S. Sastry and R. Montgomery, "The Landing Tower Problem:
Optimal Control on Lie groups", (in preI_aration).
4 Proposal for 1993-94
Control of Hybrid Systems in Flight Control
One of the major challenges in the design and prototyping of controller
designs is the problem of aggregating continuous time dynamics and control
with discrete event dynamics, arising from logical operations. This problem
is particularly acute in the context of complex hierarchically organized con-
trol systems where at all but the lowest levels of the hierarchy the control is
on models of a coarser granularity then differential equations. Such problems
arise, for example, in highway automation problems, problems of command
and control and also more generically in flight control (with many modes of
operation) and process control. This represents a new direction of research
on the grant and a transitiontowards tools for intelligentcontrol systems
combining featuresof low-levelnonlinear control and control of discretesys-
tems. Here we discussthe issuesin controlof hybrid systems arisingfrom
intelligentflightcontrol (such as-those arisingin the development of high
speed civiliantransport or the SST).
In thiscontext,the controlof the overallsystem has the followingfeatures:
I. Pilot plans a path from source to destination,using criteriasuch as
weather, time of flightand fuel consumptions. This is referred to as
the strategic level.
2. The Air Traffic Control system modifies the flight plan to be com-
patible with traffic considerations and possible other criteria such as
anticipated changes in weather and safety considerations.
3. The flight path from the Air Traffic Control is then converted into a
tactical lerel plan consisting of steering the aircraft through different
flight regimes, such as
(a) Conventional or CTOL mode
(b) Helicopter or HELI mode
(c) Attitude control or ATT mode
(d) Vertical Take Off and Landing or VTOL mode
4. Each of the regimes of operation come equipped with a nonlinear con-
trol law, consisting of approximate full-state linearization. The reason
for having approximate control_ is to prevent the cancellation of fast
unstable zero d:_namics arising from parasitic coupling effects between
the mechanism for moment and force generation in the aircraft. These
different nonlinear controllers need to be spliced together in a smooth
fashion. __
5. The performance of each "lineadzing" control in each regime needs to
be improved by using either anticipatory control of the non-minimum
phase dynamics or a non-linear regulator approach. Further the imple-
mentation of the controller in each regime involves switching brought
about by changes in the coordinate charts describing the orientation of
different axes (body, wind) on the aircraft.
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From looking at these features, the following hierarchical control archi-
tecture has been proposed by Meyer at NASA Ames:
1. Strategic Level Planner This combines both the pilot's planning
of her route from one place to another along with the air traffic con-
troller's allocation of check points on the trajectory. The outcome of
this planner is a sequence of discrete events or commands.
2. Tactical Level Planner The coarse and incomplete plan arising from
the strategic level is converted into a detailed tactical plan consisting
of chunks of trajectory labeled with the appropriate modal conditions:
such as HELI (for helicopter mode), VTOL (for vertical take off and
landing mode) or CTOL (for conventional take off and landing mode),
to pick a few examples. The tactical level planner tries to take into
account performance limitations of the aircraft as well as comfort con-
siderations of the passengers.
3. Arithmetic or Low-level controller Using detailed dynamic mod-
els of the aircraft linearizing controllers using different outputs are se-
lected with different controllers being in effect for each mode. Further,
switches in the controllers occur when singularities of the coordinate
charts parameterizing orientation are encountered.
Our research will be complimentary to the intelligent flight control project
already under way at Ames. The goal of our research will be to develop tools
for the analysis of hierarchical hybrid dynamical systems motivated from
specific problems encountered in solving the integrated flight management
system described above. Challenges abound at various levels in this sort of
a hierarchical system and we will list a few sample problems that we will
attack:
1. Path planning for aircraft including the classification of trajectories
into the different modes of operation. This is planning at two levels:
at the level of the air traffic control and at the level of the on-board
controller.
2. Switching between different modes of control. This is involved in several
different ways:
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(a) switching betweenmodes of operation, such as VTOL, HELl,
CTOL. etc.
(b) switching between approximate inverses or anticipatory trackiiig
control laws in each mode
(c) switching between different coordinate charts in the same mode
of operation.
3. Specification and verification tools for hybrid control systems.
More specifically: our efforts will be in:
4.1 Trajectory Planning at the tactical level
Trajectory planning is a critical issue both from the standpoint of the control
tower as well as the aircraft. Several approaches including optimal control
and searching through a data base of stored trajectories have been suggested.
Our own approach thus far has been kinematic. As a consequence, the tra-
jectories max" run into difficulties when implemented on dynamic models of
aircraft. Also the path planner should generate mode types for the different
segments of the flight so as to be of use for the lower levels of control and also
to enable transitions in the event of sudden chailges necessitated by emer-
gency conditions. Results on classification of bundles of trajectories will be
valuable in this context.
Unlike many hierarchical systems where models become increasingly coarse
and unrefined the higher one travels in the hierarchy, the flight control ap-
plication calls for a fairly detailed dynamical model and a sense of actuator
limits and state variable constraints in order to develop a trajectory planner.
The question of how few details will be needed to plan the trajectory mad
tag the discrete components of the state will be the first area of research that
we will address. While it is clear as a general principle of modeling that the
sophistication of the model of a control system should reflect the difficulty of
the control task at hand, the implementation of this principle for hierarchical
designs appears to be a problem that has yet to receive attention. It is the
problem of functionallv based model reduction. Our approach to making a
dent on this problem will be inductive from a solution of the specific problem
of trajectory planning models.
4.2 Switching Controllers
While certain classes of switched dynamical systems such as those arising
from relaxed control or sliding mode control have been well investigated, "it
is fair to say that a systematic investigation of switching between different
nonlinear control laws is in its infancy. The literature in gain scheduling
does little from a design point of view in establishing rules of transition to
preserve continuity of the controller inputs. We will begin a systematic study
of performance specifications and design guidelines for control systems with
switches. We will be aided in this regard by some related work in the project
on highway automation, PATH.
While the underlying dynamics of the aircraft are smooth functions, the
control laws based on full state approximate linearization are different in
different modes of operation. This has to do with changes in the independent
and dependent outputs of the aircraft depending on the flight regime of the
aircraft. Thus, the arithmetic level controller is switched at each instant
of mode switching. Mode switching needs to be accompanied by smooth
transitions in the control inputs. This in turn needs the design of so-called
transilional or interface level controllers for mode switching.
4.3 Specification and verification tools for hybrid con-
trol systems
In systems which have the level of functional and hierarchical complexity of
flight control systems systematic design tools for verification of-whether the
control schemes meet the specifications need to be developed. The level of
sophistication of current hybrid systems methodologies is severely limited to
analysis of systems with clocks or systems whose dynamic performance can
be abstracted by clocks. New frameworks and a fresh new approach to these
problems is warranted.
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1 Introduction
One of the major challenges in the design and prototyping of nonlinear control
systems is the problem of aggregating continuous time dynamics and control
with the discrete event dynamics which arise, arising from logical operations.
This problem is particularly acute in the context of complex hierarchically
organized control systems where, at all but the lowest levels of the hierarchy,
the control is on models of a coarser granularity than differential equations.
Such problems arise in flight control (with many modes of operation) and
process control. In this proposal, we discuss the issues in the control of
hybrid systems arising from intelligent flight control.
In 1994, we began a project aimed to be coordinated with Dr. Meyer of
the Ames research center on the use of control theoretic methods for air traffic
control. In this research, we aimed to understand aspects of the planning of
trajectories for an aircraft auto-pilot given via points for the aircraft to follow,
and to formulate control laws for achieving and modifying these planned
trajectories. Actuator limitations and non-minimum phase characteristics of
the aircraft need to be taken into account to modify the planned trajectories.
In continuing work, we will combine this work with planning of trajectories
at the level of the air traffic control with the auto-pilot.
2 Progress Report 1994
In the year 1994, we worked on three projects on the grant NAG 2-243:
° Path planning for aircraft
In the area of path-plaxming for aircraft, we set ourselves the so-called
"landing tower problem". In this problem, we are given a sequence of
via-points and times by the control tower, specifying the position and
orientation of the aircraft, and we are asked to plan a trajectory through
those points. We approached this problem using a kinematic model for
the motion of the aircraft. More specifically, if g E SE(3) models the
position and orientation of the aircraft and the inputs u_, u2, u3 stand
for the rates of rotation about the principal (body) axes of the aircraft
and v the velocity of the (CTOL) aircraft, then the kinematic equations
of motion are given by
g=9
0 --UI I[/2 0
ul 0 -u3 0
-u_ u3 0 v
0 0 0 0
(i)
Here 9 is represented in homogeneous coordinates and the velocity v is
normalized to 1, representing the fact that the velocity of the aircraft is
roughly constant. We solve the problem of steering the aircraft between
the initial and final configurations, go and 9! in "optimal fashion", that
is to minimize
i---1
We have solved this problem and shown that the optimal inputs are
elliptic functions (so-called Weierstrass P-functions) and have devised
computational procedures for steering the system. One very interesting
aspect of the explicit solution is that it includes helices, circles and
straight line segments. This is especially pleasing, since such solutions
are currently used frequently by the ATC. The problem is undergoing
further refinement in terms of reducing the use of the yawing input and
also to treat the velocity of the aircraft as input. A notable drawback
of the approach is the use of the kinematic model for the planning.
2
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Computational approaches to the ef_cient generation of trajectories
are also being pursued.
Stabilization of Satellite using fewer than 3 actuators
The dynamics and control of satellites has received a tremendous amount
of attention in the control literature. When there are fewer than 3 actu-
ators the steering of the satellite from one configuration to another can
be achieved, if the satellite is not symmetric. These open loop steer-
ing control laws can be stabilized using a "time-varying" linearization
about the trajectory. However, for set point regulation of the satel-
lite,stabilizingcontrol laws need to be derived. Early work of Meyer
solved thisproblem for the caseof 3 actuators and thiswork has been
extended by other researchersrecently as well. We revisitedthe prob-
lem of stabilizinga satellitewith two or fewer actuators and gave time
varying smooth controllaws,for thispurpose. This isperhaps the best
one can do, since a theorem of Brockett guarantees that no smooth
time-invariantstabilizingcontrollaw can be found for thisclassof sys-
tems.
Modeling of the dynamics and control of a model helicopter
In work on the grant this year, we have set up a test rig consisting of
a model helicopter mounted on a six degree of freedom robot in the
laboratory. The purpose of the robot is to measure the position and
orientation of the helicopter in a reasonably cheap fashion. The heli-
copter is equipped with motors for operating its rotors and swash plate.
The goal of the project is to interfacethis to a Unix workstation as a
testbed for tryingout differentapproaches to itscontrol:at the current
time we are contemplating a nonlinear control approach, which needs
detailed identificationof the helicopter,and a fuzzy control approach,
which needs only a rudimentary model. These two approaches willbe
compared ...... : :
i t
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4 Proposal for 1995: Control of Hybrid Sys-
tems in Flight Control
In this project we are interested in pursuing the study of hierarchical, hybrid
control systems in the context of air traffic control. A representative scenario
could be as follows, in the vicinity of a large urban airport:
.
,
The Air Traffic Control (ATC) gives the pilot a sequence of via points
and approach vectors corresponding to sequencing the aircraft for land-
ing.
The (auto-)pilot plans a path to interpolate between these via points
based on other data such as time of flight and fuel consumption. If the
path is not feasible or is unsatisf_tory, the pilot re-negotiates with the
ATC. =
, The planned flightpath is then convertedinto a tacticalevelplan
consistingofsteeringthe aircrafthroughdifferentflightregimes,such
as
(a) Conventionalor CTOL mode
(b) Helicopteror HELl mode
(c) Attitudecontrolor ATT mode
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.(d) Vertical Take Off _md Landing or VTOL mode
_ch of the regimes of Operation comes eq_pped with a nonline_ con-
trol law, consisting of approximate full-state llnearization. The reason
for having approximate control is to prevent the cancellation of fast
unstable zero dynamics arising from parasitic coupling effects between
the mechanism for moment and force generation in the aircraft. These
different nonlinear controllers need to be spliced together in a smooth
fashion.
. The performance of each "linearizing" control in each regime needs to
be improved by using either anticipatory control of the non-minimum
phase dynamics or a non-linear regulator approach. Further, the imple-
mentation of the controller in each regime involves switching brought
about by changes in the coordinate charts describing the orientation of
different axes (body, wind) with respect to the aircraft.
From looking at these features, the following hierarchical control archi-
tecture has been proposed by Meyer at NASA Ames:
. Strategic Level Planner This combines both the pilot's planning
of his route from one place to another along with the air traffic con-
troller's allocation of check points on the trajectory. The outcome of
this planner is a sequence of discrete events or commands.
. Tactical Level Planner The coarse and incomplete plan arising from
the strategic level is converted into a detailed tactical plan consisting
of chunks of trajectory labeled with the appropriate modal conditions,
such as HELI (for helicopter mode), VTOL (for vertical take off and
landing mode) or CTOL (for conventional take off and landing mode),
to pick a few examples. The tactical level planner tries to take into
account performance limitations of the aircraft as well as comfort con-
siderations of the passengers.
° Arithmetic or Low-level controller Using detailed dynamic models
of the aircraft, linearizing controllers using different choices of output
functions are selected. Different controllers are in effect for each mode.
Further, switches in the controllers occur when singularities of the co-
ordinate charts parameterizing orientation are encountered.
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Our research will be complementary to the intelligent flight control project
already under way at Ames. Both the PI and at least one of his students
will interact closely with the groups of Drs. Meyer and Tobias (ATC) at
NASA, Ames to help get a realistic formulation of the research issues. The
student (identified as Ms. Claire Tomlin) will spend the summer of 1995 at
Ames, to help this dialog. The goal of our research will be to develop tools
for the analysis of hierarchical hybrid dynamical systems motivated from
specific problems encountered in solving the integrated flight management
system described above. Challenges abound at various levels in this sort of
a hierarchical system and we will list a few sample problems that we will
attack:
1. Path planning for aircraft including the classification of trajectories
into the different modes of operation. This is planning at two levels:
at the level of the air traffic control and at the level of the on-board
controller.
2. Switching between different modes of control. This is involved in several
different ways:
(a) switching between modes of operation, such as VTOL, HELl,
CTOL, etc.
(b) switching between approximate inverses or anticipatory tracking
control laws in each mode
(c) switching between different coordinate charts in the same mode
of operation.
3. Specification and verification tools for hybrid control systems.
4.1 Trajectory Planning at the tactical level
Trajectory planning is a critical issue both from the standpoint of the con-
trol tower as well as from the aircraft. Several approaches including optimal
control and searching through a database of stored trajectories have been
suggested. Our own approach thus far has been kinematic. As a conse-
quence, the trajectories may run into difficulties when implemented on dy-
namic models of aircraft. Also the path planner should generate mode types
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for the different segments of the flight so as to be of use for the lower lev-
els of control and also to enable transitions in the event of sudden changes
necessitated by emergency conditions. Results on classification of bundles of
trajectories will be valuable in this context.
Unlike many hierarchical systems in which models become increasingly
coarse and unrefined the higher one travels in the hierarchy, the flight control
application calls for a fairly detailed dynamical model and a sense of actuator
limits and state variable constraints in order to develop a trajectory planner.
The question of how few details will be needed to plan the trajectory and
tag the discretecomponents of the state willbe the firstarea ofresearch that
we willaddress. While itisclearas a general principleof modeling that the
sophisticationof the model of a controlsystem should reflectthe difiicultyof
the controltask at hand, the implementation ofthisprinciplefor hierarchical
designs appears to be a problem that has yet to receiveattention. It isthe
problem of functionall_l based model reduction. Our approach to making a
dent on this problem will be inductive from a solution of the specific problem
of trajectory planning models.
4.2 Switching Controllers
While certain classes of switched dynamical systems such as those arising
from relaxed control or sliding mode control have been well investigated, it
is fair to say that a systematic investigation of switching between different
nonlinear control laws is in its infancy. The literature in gain scheduling
does little, from a design point of view in establishing rules of transition to
preserve continuity of the controller inputs. We will begin a systematic study
of performance specifications and design guidelines for control systems with
switches. We will be aided in this regard by some related work in the project
on highway automation, PATH.
While the underlying dynamics of the aircraft are smooth functions, the
control laws based on full state approximate linearization are different in
different modes of operation. This has to do with changes in the independent
and dependent outputs of the aircraft depending on the flight regime of the
aircraft. Thus, the arithmetic level controller is switched at each instant
of mode switching. Mode switching needs to be accompanied by smooth
transitions in the control inputs. This in turn needs the design of so-called
transitional or interface level controllers for mode switching.
4.3 Specification and verification tools for hybrid con-
trol systems
In systems which have comparable functional and hierarchical complexity of
flight co ntro!, system_ticd_ign tools fo r verifi_tion that the _ntr?! schemes
meet the specifications need to be developed. The level of sophistication
of current hybrid systems methodologies is severely limited to analysis of
systems with clocks or systems whose dynamic performance can be abstracted
by clocks. New frameworks and a fresh new approach to these problems is
warranted, since the origin of hybrid control laws in the context flight control
arises not only from the interaction of planning and continuous control, but
also the interaction between different kinds of nonlinear control laws (on the
same nonlinear control system).
Tools for Nonlinear Control Systems Design:
Progress Report for 1995 and Proposal for 1996
S. S. Sastry
1 Introduction
One of the major challenges in the design of control systems is the problem of aggregating
continuous time dynamics and control with the discrete event dynamics arising from logical
operations. This problem is particularly acute in the context of complex hierarchically
organized control systems where, at all but the lowest levels of the hierarchy, the control
is on models of a coarser granularity than differential equations. Such problems arise in
flight control (with many modes of operation) and process control. In addition, the problem
of integrating discrete planning with continuous dynamics arises when there is a need for
coordination among multiple agents. In this proposal, we discuss our background work in air
traffic management systems. We then discuss our plans for research on this grant to design
and implement Flight Vehicle Managernen! Syslems for multi-agent coordination maneuvers,
which are guaranteed to be safe.
2 Progress Report 1995
In the year 1995, we worked on three projects on the grant NAG 2-243. These are discussed
below. As other activity on the grant, we helped Clyde Martin organize a workshop at
Bozeman. Montana from July 24-28th, 1995, on the topic of "Exterior Differential Systems
and Hybrid Control". Our role was to increase the scope of the workshop to include recent
work on Exterior Differentia] Systems and bring in some supplementary funding from the
Army Research Office to allow a large number of students to attend the meeting.
2.1 Stabilization and Tracking of Feedback Linearizable Systems
under Input Constraints
The problem of feedback linearization of nonlinear systems in the presence of input saturation
was considered in this work. Although different approaches for stabilization of linear and
nonlinear systems under bounded controls have been suggested in the literature, the need to
perform output tracking for nonlinear systems dictates the choice of feedback linearization in
our controldesign. This method resultsin linearerror dynamics allowing the estimation of
the convergence rate. Explicitcharacterizationofthe space offeasibletrajectoriesthat can be
tracked using bounded inputs has been made, followed by simulation results.In laterwork,
we have considered the problem of avoiding saturation by trajectoryrep_mmeterization for
feedback linearizablesystems. The desired trajectory isrepsxameterized on a slower time
scale in order to avoid input saturation. Necessary conditions that the repaxameterizing
function must satisfyhave been derived. The deviation from the nominal trajectory is
minimized by formulating the problem as an optimal controlproblem.
2.2 Hybrid Control in Air TrafficManagement Systems
In a collaborativeproject involving the university of California,Berkeley, NASA Ames
Research Center, and Honeywell Systems Research Center, we have begun the study of
hierarchical,hybrid control systems in the framework of air trafficmanagement systems
(ATMS). The need for a new ATMS arisesfrom the overcrowding of large urban airports
and the need to more efficientlyland and take off"largernumbers of aircraft,without building
new runways. Technological advances that make a more advanced airtrafficontrolsystem a
realityincludethe availabilityof relativelyinexpensiveand fastrealtime computers (both on
board the aircraftand in the control tower) and global positioningsystems. The usefulness
of these technologicaladvances is currently limited by today's air trafficcontrol system,
which involvesthe use of "freeways" in the Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON)
region around urban airports. These freeways are set approach patterns to runways which
do not allow for the possibility of so-called "free flight" by an aircraft to its destination.
Limiting the aircraft trajectories in this manner results in the addition of both planned and
unplanned delays to air travel. Research has focused on hierarchical, hybrid control systems
and their application to air traffic management. One proposed decision support hierarchy
describes an automated, decentralized ATMS: much of the control functionality exists in the
flight vehicle management system on board each aircraft rather than at the ground-based air
traffic control. Aircraft trajectories are restricted in the airport region; outside this region
the architecture allows for so-called "free flight". A simulation and visualization package for
hybrid systems in the framework of ATMS, called SmartPlanes, is being developed to aid
the design process.
2.3 Output Tracking for a Non-Minimum Phase Dynamic CTOL
Aircraft Model
In thiswork, a dynamic model ofa conventional takeoff'and landing (CTOL) aircraftwas used
to study output tracking in the presence of non-minimum ph-ase d)'n_th=l]c.s_ Nofi-minimum
phase characteristics in this model result from the fact that the process of generating an
upward pitch moment produces a small downward force, causing the aircraft to lose altitude.
The model is not full state linearizable and the internal (zero) dynamics which remain
after input-output linearization using the coordinates of the center of mass as outputs are
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unstable. The CTOL model is not "flat" with respect to fixed points on the aircraft body.
The nonlinear inversion technique of Devasia and Paden produces stable trajectories for the
states of the internal dynamics, but the corresponding feed-forward force inputs required
to track these trajectories are large. Approzirnate linearization techniques which'ignore the
coupling between the pitch moment and the vertical and horizontal aircraft dynamics, have
been used by us to calculate inputs of smaller magnitude.
3
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4 Proposal for 1996: Hybrid Systems in Flight Con-
trol
4.1 Background: A Decentralized Decision Making System
We propose a partially decentralized air traffic management decision support system which
transfers much of the current air traffic control (ATC) functionality to each individual air-
craft. We expect our proposed system to be more robust and reliable, reduce ATC workload,
and be more suitable for free flight.
A distributed system is more fault tolerant. If a single aircraft's computer system fails,
most of the ATMS system is still intact, and the aircraft may be guided by voice to
the nearest _rport. If in a centralized system the central computer fails, the results
could be catastrophic.
• Congestion is increasing monthly in large urban airports. A distributed system is more
suited to handling increasing numbers of aircraft than is a centralized system, since
3
a new aircraft and its own computer system may be added easily to the system. A
centralized system would require upgrades to the ATC computer regularly.
°
• Free flight, one of the features of a distributed control system, minimizes fuel consump-
tion since each aircraft may optimally plan its own trajectory, which in turn results in
reduced delays outside TRACONs. Free flight is also an adv'_tsge in avoiding turbu-
lence, since the aircraft would not have to wait for clearance from ATC to avoid rough
weather patches.
• A distributed system reduces the ATC workload, allowing ATC to spend more time in
resolving safety critical situations.
• In a centralized system, because of the large number of aircraft it has to deal with, ATC
can only use a rough approximation of each aircraft's dynamics to calculate feasible
trajectories. In our ATMS model, each aircraft's autopilot contains a detailed model of
its own dynamics, and thus the aircraft itself is well equipped to plan its own trajectory
in a conflict resolution maneuver.
The functionality of the proposed air traffic management architecture is slightly different for
the region inside the TRACON (take off and landing) than it is for the region outside the
TRACON (en-route airspace). In the region outside the TRACON, the density of aircraft
is relatively small, and we propose that each aircraft be allowed to completely plan its own
trajectory (to be called the "free flight" region). In this region, conflicts will be resolved by
coordination between aircraft, the role of the ground based ATC will simply be to provide
information about the route, such as upcoming weather conditions. Inside the TRACON, the
ATC will determine the approach trajectory for each aircraft. These trajectories will depend
on local weather conditions and traffic. A block diagram of our proposed architecture for
ATMS inside the TRACON region is presented in Figure 1. The levels of architecture below
ATC reside on the individual aircraft and comprise what is known as the aircraft's Flight
Vehicle Management System, or FVMS. The FVMS consists of four layers, the strategic,
tactical, and trajectory planners, and the regulation layer.
4.1.1 Air Traffic Control
When an aircraft enters the TRACON region of an airport, ATC passes a sequence of
waypoints to the strategic planner on board the aircraft. These waypoints are a discretization
of a kinematic trajectory, accessed from a database of stored kinematic trajectories, which
have been calculated otttine for different combinations of:
• aircraft kinematics;
• wind magnitude and direction;
• runway configurations.
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Figure 1: Proposed ATMS Architecture: Inside TRACON
These pre-computed trajectories have been optimized to provide a minimum-time path for
the given aircraft kinematics. The waypoints from ATC are time-stamped to provide a
suggested schedule of landings, which is designed to meet the announced arrival times and
reflects conflict resolution and compromises between airline schedules. Once ATC has cal-
culated these waypoints and passed them to the strategic planner, all of the planning and
control tasks are taken over by the FVMS on board the individual aircraft. If the FVMS
changes the waypoints for some reason (such as in a safety critical situation), then the new
set of waypoints is passed to ATC. Outside the TRACON region, free flight is under effect
and the role of ATC is minimal. ATC passes only TRACON exit and entry information
to the tactical planner of the aircraft, and then the tactical planner takes over the role of
calculating an initial kinematic trajectory for the aircraft.
4.1.2 Strategic Planner
The main role of the strategic planner is to resolve conflicts between aircraft. Inside the
TRACON: the strategic planner has the additional role of designing a coarse trajectory for
the aircraft in the form of a sequence of control points, c,, which interpolate the waypoints
from ATC. If the tactical planner on board the aircraft predicts that a conflict will occur
between its aircraft and other aircraft, it notifies the strategic planner. Conflict resolution
is to be achieved by communication between aircraft at the strategic level. The strategic
planners of all aircraft involved in the potential conflict determine a sequence of maneuvers
which will result in conflict-fi'ee trajectories, and then each strategic planner commands its
own tactical planner to follow these maneuvers. Inside the TRACON, the commands are
passed down to the tactical planner in the form of a modified sequence of control points.
ATC is notified if this modified sequence deviates from the original set of waypoints.. Outside
the TRACON, where the upper levels of the ATMS architecture have looser control over
trajectory planning, the commands themselves are passed.
4.1.3 Tactical Planner
Insidethe TRACON, the tacticalplanner refinesthe strategicplan by interpolatingthe con-
trolpoints with a smooth output trajectory,denoted W in Figure I. Outside the TRACON,
it calculatesthistrajectoryfrom scratch,using only the initialand finalconditions of free
flight(the TRACON exitand entry information). In addition to the output trajectory,the
tacticalplanner determines the sequence offlightmodes necessary to execute the kinematic
plan. In both regions,the tacticalplanner isresponsiblefor predicting conflicts.
The tacticalplanner uses a simple kinematic model of the aircraftfor all trajectory cal-
culation. For conflictprediction,ituses information about the positions and velocitiesof
neighboring aircraft (available through radar) and kinematic models to predict their move-
ment. If more information, such as neighboring aircraft type and capabilities, is available
through communication, the models can be refined. Simple models are used at this stage
since very detailed models may unnecessarily complicate the calculations, which are assumed
to be approximate and have large safety margins.
,
4.1.4 Trajectory Planner and Regulation
The trajectory planner uses a detailed dynamic model of the aircraft, sensory .input which
measures the wind's magnitude and direction, and the tactical plan consisting of an output
trajectory and sequence of modes, to design a full state and input trajectory for the aircraft.
This trajectory is passed to the regulation layer which directly controls the aircraft.
4.2 A Hybrid System Methodology for Multi-Agent Conflict
Resolution
A method for conflict prediction and resolution in a multi-agent system is to be developed
in the context of our decision support system for ATMS.
Conflicts arise due to the different objectives of the individual agents, and must be resolved
to avoid collision between agents. The method will use optimal control in a game theoretic
setting in a way being developed by us for hybrid systems verification ([1]) to calculate the
maneuver which resolves a potential collision. If the problem cannot be solved, the agents
resort to a sequence of sub-optimal protocols to avoid the conflict.
The algorithm for predicting and resolving conflicts is presented in Figure 2. Each agent
in the system performs the algorithm simultaneously. For example, in the case of air traf-
fic management systems (ATMS), the algorithm is run on board each aircraft within the
strategic and tactical planners of the flight vehicle management system.
At the first step of the algorithm (level (1)), long range conflict detection is performed. This
process determines whether or not a conflict is likely to occur between agents, and identifies
the set of agents involved in the potential conflict. Methods such as forward extrapolation
the current motion of the agents (such as in [4]), or simply choosing a sphere around each
aircraft (whose radius depends on the velocity of the aircraft) as a possible conflict region,
could be used to determine the agents involved in .the potential conflict. These agents are
then treated as players in a zero sum dynamic game (level (2) of the algorithm), in which
each agent tries its best to avoid a collision in an environment in which all of the other agents
are its opponents, and are trying their best to cause a collision. A solution to the dynamic
game is a sequence of control strategies for each agent, which will guarantee that the agent
avoids collision assuming that the actions of all of the other agents are unknown, but lie
within a known disturbance set.
In our research on the grant this year_=we wil! refine our game theoretic techniques for hybrid
systems design, first introduced in [1] and adapted for ATMS in [3] to develop the set of initial
conditions in which conflict resolution needs to be undertaken. This research is already quite
interesting and challenging in two dimensions, where it extends the basic state of the art in
pursuit evasion games ([2]). Of course, our primary interest will be in three dimensions.
When collisions seem unavoidable, we will develop protocols for collision avoidance and verify
their safeness. Then, we will develop the dynamic control laws (including potential mode
changes in the FVMS) to implement them. Verification of the composite hybrid system
i-
(5)
Full communication among agents
Optimal conu'ol problem involving many agents
Default solution is It predefined set of protocols
_ No Solution
II (4)
[[ Partial Communication among Agents
II Zero Sum/N-player _ame
(3) Prioritize the Agents
_ NoSolution
(2)
Zero Sum/N-player game for collision avoidance
(I) Determination of Agents
Figure 2: Strategy for conflict prediction and resolution in a multi-agent setting.
may or may not fit into the game theoretic framework alluded to earlier, and will have to
be studied. We expect to make progress for at least two kinds of conflicts, which we have
begun studying, namely overtake and collision. The 2-agent overtake conflict describes the
situation in which two agents are traveling in the same direction, and the agent who is behind
has the greater speed. The 2-agent collision conflict is one in which the agents are traveling
towards each other.
In our research this year, we will concentrate on generalizing these ideas and developing
them in a way so as to allow for the interaction between the tactical layer and the conflict
avoidance module, possibly including some dynamic replanning and mode setting of the
maneuvers.
4,3 Implementation, Verification and Validation of Hybrid Con-
trol Laws
In addition to the design of the architecture for a complex system such as ATMS, an im-
portant issue is the reliable implementation of hybrid system algorithms as well as their
verification and validation.
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4.3.1 HOPTs: Hierarchy of Operational Procedure "l_ables
One methodology which seems to address these issues is HOPTs (Hierarchy of Operational
Procedure Tables), developed by Honeywell Technology Center in collaboration with NASA
Ames.
HOPTs is a model-based formal specification language, which automates thetranslation of
designer specifications to software code, documentation, and test plans, through the use of
operational procedure tables. Operational procedures define a set of high level tasks which
may be sequenced together to complete a mission. The operational procedure tables con-
sist of mission scenarios, which are sets of external circumstances (such as windshear and
collision avoidance), and mission behaviors, which are the responses of the system to the
given scenarios. The system is considered to be complete and consistent if it responds to all
possible mission scenarios with acceptable mission behaviors.
The tabular structure of HOPTs is amenable to correctness verification. The model is
validated: a table at a time, in order to prove correctness of mode switching logic and to
ensure completeness and consistency. However, verification and validation of the hybrid
systems is not yet resolved. In work on the grant this year, we will study the problems
associated with the HOPTs implementation of our FVMS conflict resolution protocols.
4.3.2 Simulation and Visualization Issues
The complexity of large scale projects renders simulation a valuable tool both in the design of
various control laws and coordination protocols as well as in the evaluation of overall system
performance. Furthermore, a good simulation package may also be used as a debugging tool
in the design process. This requires the development of a simulation package for hybrid
systems that will be able to simulate both the low level differential equation models as well
as the high level finite state machine models. The complexity of the system also emphasizes
the need for efficient computational schemes, such as parallel and distributed computation
algorithms. Each simulation run results in a tremendous amount of data that needs to
be analyzed and interpreted. Visualization techniques, such as animation, can be used to
present the simulation results in a manner which is much easier to analyze by the designer.
In this direction, the development of SmartPlanes, a simulation and visualization facility for
ATMS, has begun. At the current stage, SmartPlanes is a visualization tool which allows the
user to view the trajectory of a single aircraft from various perspectives. In future versions,
multiple aircraft will be shown as well as a local radar, and the user will have the ability to
configure the airport so as to meet the needs of different cities.
4.4 Visitors
In lieu of having the traditional NASA-Berkeley workshop this year, we have elected to
have 3-5 day long presentations by eminent researchers at Moffett Field, so as to enable us
to understand their point of view and question them in depth. Examples of such visitors
could include W. M. Wonham (Universityof Toronto), Wolf Kohn (Sagent Corporation)
and Anil Nerode (Cornell University),and Sanjoy Mitrer (MIT). The lastnamed has some
very interestingnew insightsinto the use of infinitelinearprogramrn]ng in logicverification.
Budgets for these speakers are included in the proposed budget.
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3 Progress Report for 1996
In the year 1996, we worked on five projects on the grant NAG 2-1(}39. These are discussed
here. I may add that the past year has been an unusually productive year in terms of the
output of the researcher supported on this grant, Ms. Claire Tomlin, who also spends a day
a week at NASA Ames.
3.1 Bounded Tracking for Nonminimum Phase Nonlinear Sys-
tems with Fast Zero Dynamics
In this work, we derive tracking control laws for nonminimum phase nonlinear systems with
both fast and slow, possibly unstable, zero dynamics. The fast zero dynamics arise from a
perturbation of a nominal system. These fast zeros can be problematic in that they may be
in the right half plane and may cause large magnitude tracking control inputs. We combine
the ideas from some recent work of Hunt, Meyer, and Su with that of Devasia, Paden, and
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Chen on an asymptotic tracking procedure for nonminimum phase nonlinear systems. We
give (somewhat subtle) conditions under which the tracking control input is bounded as the
magnitude of the perturbation of the nominal system becomes zero. Explicit bounds on the
control inputs are calculated for both SISO and MIMO systems using some interesting non-
standard singular perturbation techniques. The method is applied to a suite of examples,
including the simplified planar dynamics of VTOL and CTOL aircraft.
3.2 Switching through Singularities
The nonlinear control toolbox has built up a fair level of sophistication with the use of tech-
niques for input-output and full state linearization, approximate linearization, and bounded
tracking for nonminimum phase systems. One area in which results have been hard to come
by is the tracking of singular or non regular nonlinear control systems, i.e. those that fail
to have relative degree. While the problem of trying to track trajectories that go through
singularities was begun by Hirschorn and Davis who limited the class of outputs that could
be tracked, the first set of practical schemes for approximate asymptotic tracking through
singularities was given by Hauser, Sastry and Kokotovi_, using an approximation technique.
This in turn spurred the development of a result by Grizzle, Di Benedetto and Lamnabhi-
Lagarrigue which proved the necessity of "regularity" for asymptotically exact tracking.
In parallel with this activity has been the interest in using switching control laws for adaptive
control, for steering and stabilization, as well as activity in hybrid control systems. We com-
bine ideas from switching along with our results on exact tracking of slightly non-minimum
phase systems to describe our results in approximate tracking for singular or non-regular
nonlinear systems.
3.3 Multiobjective Hybrid Controller Synthesis
The problem of systematically synthesizing hybrid controllers that satisfy multiple control
objectives is considered. We present a technique, based on the principles of optimal control,
for determining the class of least restrictive controllers that satisfy the most important
requirement (which we refer to as safety). The system performance with respect to the
lower priority requirement (which we refer to as efficiency) can then be optimized within
this class. We motivate our approach by three examples, one purely discrete (the problem
of teachability in finite automata) one hybrid (the steam boiler problem) and one primarily
continuous (a flight vehicle management system).
3.4 Conflict Resolution for Air Traffic Management: A Case
Study in Multi-Agent Hybrid Systems
A conflict resolution architecture for multi-agent hybrid systems with emphasis on Air Traffic
Management Systems (ATMS) is presented. In such systems, conflicts arise in the form of
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potential collisions which are resolvedlocally by inter-agent coordination. This results in a
decentralizedarchitecture in which safetyissuesareresolvedlocally and central agencies,such
as Air Traffic Controllers, focus on global issuessuchasefficiency and optimal throughput.
In order to Mlow optimization of agents' objectives, inter-agent coordination is minimized
by noncooperative conflict resolution methods basedon game theory. If noncooperative
methods are unsuccessful,then cooperativemethods in the form of coordinated maneuvers
are used to resolveconflicts. The mergingof inter-agent coordination, which is modeled by
discrete event systems,and agent dynamics, which are modeled by differential equations,
results in hybrid systems.
3.5 Hybrid Control in Air Traffic Management Systems
The congestion of aircraft in the airspace around large urban airports strongly suggests the
need to increase the efficiency of the current air traffic management system (ATMS). In a
research collaboration which includes UC Berkeley, NASA Ames Research Center, and Hon-
eywell Systems Research Center, an architecture for a new ATMS is proposed. Research is
focused on hierarchical, hybrid control systems and their application to air traffic manage-
ment. The proposed architecture describes an automated, decentralized ATMS: much of the
control functionality exists in the flight vehicle management system on board each aircraft
rather than at the ground-based air traffic control. Aircraft trajectories are restricted in
the airport region; outside this region the architecture allows for so-called "free flight". A
simulation and visualization package for hybrid systems in the framework of ATMS is being
developed to aid the design process.
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